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The Book Review Issue 
An Introduction 

MICHAEL GREEN 

Whether you are an academic or a nonacademic, if you are reading this jour
nal, one of your joys in life undoubtedly comes from wandering among book
shelves at a bookstore or a library, glancing at titles, and leafing through vol
unles in search of sOlnething to read, possibly to buy (at least, so the bookstore 
owner hopes). Another of your pleasures probably comes from reading book 
reviews, whether in popular publications or in academic journals. You 111ay 
even derive a secret thrill out of seeing an author receiving comeuppance, or 
benefit fr01l1 (;:~ncountering a sUlnlnary and analysis of a book. It helps you 
decide what to buy, or what you might need to read for research or enjoy
ment- or both, presuming the two are not mutually exclusive. 

That is why we hope that this special issue of the Nevada Historical Society 
Quarterly will be a book-browser's dreanl. It is a books issue, dedicated to re
views of books that will be, we hope, of interest to our readers. 

We are in the process of expanding both our book review section and the 
scope of the books we review. Obviously, as with the articles and documents 
we publish, our main focus is on Nevada. However, Nevada does not exist in a 
vacuum, and the reviews-and articles- we publish reflect that fact. 

First comes a review essay by Carol Higham of Davidson College, North 
Carolina. It synlbolizes some of the ways in which we are changing this sec
tion. When approached about reviewing works in one of her fields of specia 1-
ization, Native Alnerican history, she cOlnlnented on the number of texts being 
published and the absence of reviews of them in historical journals. She sug
gested the possibility of a longer review that would address various books on 
the subject. She thought, and we agreed, that those who teach Native Ameri
can history at any academic level might benefit from such an analysis. Her 
essay is the result. 

Michael Green is book review editor of the Nevada Historical Society Quarterly and is 
professor of history at the COlnmunity College of Southern Nevada. He is co-editor 
(with Cary E. Elliott) of Nevada: Reading and Perspectives (Nevada Historical Society; 
1997) and editor and interviewer for A Liberal Conscience: Ralph Denton, Nevadan (Uni
versity of Nevada Oral History Prograult 2001). 
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The Higham essay is followed by an assortment of book reviews. Their top
ics vary, but the common thread is southern Nevada and its key industry, gam
ing and tourism- perhaps with a few surprises. All of these are related- not 
only to one another, but to all of Nevada, froin Owyhee at the northeastenl tip 
of the state to Laughlin in the southeast. For many years, Nevada was the ex
clusive home of legal gambling. Today, almost every state has some form of 
legal gambling-lotteries, riverboat casinos, and Indian gaming, to name a few. 
Many corporations that started in Nevada own casinos and various interests in 
other places, and other jurisdictions have imitated the gaming control system 
that Nevada instituted. What goes on elsewhere is of interest and importance 
to Nevada, and books on the industry that may appear largely unrelated to the 
state actually loom large. This issue includes a review of The Money an.d the 
Power, a controversial, path-breaking book that links Las Vegas to broader na
tional and international thenles, and an essay review looks at four books on the 
life and death of Ted Binion, a member of a powerful Las Vegas family whose 
colorful patriarch, Benny Binion, figures prominently in the pag s of The Mon.ey 
and the Pauxr. Other reviews related to these subjects deal with JOIUl Wesley 
Powell, explorer of the Colorado River; the history of sports betting and gam
bling in Louisiana; and the Mormon church in Las Vegas. All of these books are 
concerned with themes related to southern Nevada, and with further-reaching 
subjects as well. 

This issue also examines the topic of the tourism industry in general. Tour
ism has been a crucial part of the Nevada economy for a long time. This state 
competes for the international, national, regional, and local entertainment dol
lar. Members and students of Nevada's tourist industry can learn from experi
ences elsewhere, and vice versa. Thus the inclusion here of books on the tour
ism industry in other areas- the beginnings of the urban tourism. that is a 
hallmark of Las Vegas and Reno, and other facets of the history of this impor
tant industry. 

The other reviews provide a silnilarly wide-ranging look at subjects related 
to Nevada. The growth of southern California in the 1920s affected how Las 
Vegas, and thus the rest of Nevada, has evolved. Railroads bujlt nlany Nevada 
towns, and the way that industry changed in the twentieth century certainly 
altered the transportation, political, and econ(Hnic landscape of Nevada and 
other states. The Mustang Ranch is one of Inany such places associated with 
Nevada in the public mind, but 't can also provide a basis for the study of 
gender issues. And the origins of the Nevada Test Site tell us much about view
points dividing the country today. These works all give us much to think about, 
and the reviews try to put them into perspective and add to that food for thought. 

These reviews also reflect our effort to include a wider variety of writers in 
this journa 1. The authors of reviews in this issue include names familiar to long
time readers of the Quarterly and scholars of western history, as well as some 
newcomers to the study of these topics. They have in common an interest 
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in subjects relevant to readers of this journal and a desire to spread their 
know ledge of these nlatters to a wider audience. 

We hope to convey some of the exciting possibilities awaiting you. The num
ber of published books related to Nevada is greater than 1l1any of us would 
think-or want, if you are committed to reading them. And the number of 
books on the state now beirlg written, about to be published, or newly pub
lished and about to be reviewed is Jnind-boggling; if you doubt that, you should 
take a look at the shelves in my office. Some, as the reviews that follow lnake 
clear, are much better than others. But all of these books contribute to our knowl
edge of our time and place- and we hope that these reviews do the same. 
Enjoy this SaInp le. 



Native American Textbooks 
A Review Article 

CAROL HIGHAM 

First Peoples: A DOCl1.1nerltary Survey of Arnerican indian H'iston;. By Colin Ca lloway 
(New York: Bedford/St. Martin's, 1999) 

Indians in Al'nerican History: An Introduction. Edited by Frederick Hoxie and 
Peter Iverson (Wheeling, Illinois: Harlan Davidson, 1988) 

Major Problems in American, Tn,dian History, 2d edition. Edited by Albert Hurtado 
and Peter Iverson (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 2000) 

We Are Still Here: American, Tn,dians in the Twentieth Century. By Peter Iverson 
(Wheeling, Illinois: Harlan Davidson, 1998) 

Native American Testimony: A Chronicle of Tndian-White Relations from Prophecy to 
the Present 1492-2000. Edited by Peter Nabokov (New York: Penguin, 1999) 

Arnerican Tn,dians. Edited by Nancy Shoemaker (London: Blackwell Publishers, 
2000) 

Atlas (~l the North American Indian. By Carl Waldlnan (New York: Facts on File, 
Inc., 2000) 

They Made Us Many Promises: The American Indian Experience 1524 to the Present, 
2d edition. Edited by Philip Weeks (Wheeling, Illinois: Harlan Davidson, 2002) 

Carol Higham is an adjunct assistant professor at Davidtion Col lege, North Carolina. Her specialties 
are compar(ltiv~ Un ited States/Canadian history and Indian/white rdations. She has written Noblet 
Wretched and Redeemable: Protestant Missionaries to the indians in Canada and the United States, 1820-1900 
(University of New Mexico Press/University of Calg{1ry Press) and is currently working on (.I book 
about Euro-American tales of Indj{1ll cannibalism in Mexico, Canada, and the United States and their 
impact on anthropology and ethll.ogruphy. 
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With the rebirth of interest in Native American history, textbook and aca
demic publishers have produced books aimed at this market. This revie·w ex
amines several texts that have appeared over the last few years. Unfortunately, 
for students and instructors alike, textbook authors approach this subject with
out thinking about the problems faced by instructors of Native American his
tory. Sometimes, the authors assume Native American history exists as a sub
set of United States history and structure their volumes to reflect how Native 
Alnericans fit into the broader United States survey. Other authors assume 
students possess lnuch Inore knowledge about Native Anlericans then they 
often do. 

Native Alnerican history furnishes instructors with important pedagogical 
considerations and skills. If one approaches teaching Native Alnerican history 
as if the Inaterial is completely foreign to the students, the job becomes more 
manageable. Teaching Native Anlerican history is more like teaching the his
tory of the Middle East, .Africa, or Asia than it is like teaching United States 
history. One can aSSUllle very little accurate knowledge on the part of the stu
dents, and they will need help mastering the basics of geography, culture, eco
nOlnics, politics, and religion in order to better understand the subject. There
fore, when choosing textbooks and assigrnnents, an instructor needs to con
sider what basic skills the students will need in order to con1.plete them as well 
as what information will be required to better explore the topic. 

Native American history also presents unique opportunities for teaching the 
skills necessary for research and cri tica 1 thinking. It is the perfect place to help 
students learn to evaluate sources of inforlllation. Asking them to puzzle out 
the different benefits and pitfalls of oral versus written docunlents often teaches 
thenl that written docuJnents are not sacred and oral dOClunents are not ll1.her
ently flawed. Requiring students to consider the audience and the purpose of a 
doculnent also teaches them reasoning skills. Providing them with a congres
sional report from Protestant missionaries and asking them how the authors 
and the audience shaped the material in the document often opens their eyes 
to the ways that a 11 doculnents become molded by agendas and authors. 

The study of Native American history forces students to view the United 
Sta tes through a cOlllpletely different lens. It is no longer the glorious march of 
progress, a democracy that sought to represent the voiceless. Native Ameri
cans thus become political and economic actors who made choices and deci
sions based on their own situations and experiences rather than historical props 
used to exemplify Manifest Destiny. For many students, switching perspec
tives opens their eyes to other issues in the world and to other views of the 
United States and their own history. Choosing textbooks that include native 
voices in an accessible manner encourages this perspective. Textbooks that pro
vide vivid illustrations of the diversity of Native Am.erica, such as artwork, 
maps, and creation stories from different groups set side by side, help students 
grasp the complexity of the peoples and times being discussed. 
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Teaching Native American history requires teaching skills different from those 
needed for a general survey of United States history. First, an instructor must 
understand the depth of the audience's knowledge. In certain regions of the 
country (Minnesota, the Dakotas, Arizona, and New Mexico), students enter 
the class with lots of information and nlisinfornlation. While in a perfect world, 
well-jnfonned students would be the nornl, misinformed students do at least 
provide a basis for teaching criticism and critical thinking. An instructor can 
use student preconceptions to illustrate the difference between fact and fiction. 
In addition, in these regions, there nlay be Inon:~ native students in the class, 
which also shapes responses to the texts. 

In other areas (Texas, North Carolina/ Connecticut)/ students come to class 
with little or no information about Native Americans/ butwith a vague interest 
in IIIndians." Tn Inany ways, these less informed students present an interest
ing challenge. They usually COlne into class with very specific and regionally 
based stereotypes, and often expect the class to be only about those issues. 
Such students view natives as static peoples without change or conflict. By the 
end of the selnester, they frequently express frustration that previous history 
teachers and texts withheld the Native American viewpoint from theln. 

Furthennore, students have been trained by the media to divide Native 
Americans into two categories: individuals of great consequence (Sacajawea, 
Pocahontas, Geronimo, etcetera) and broad group characterizations (chiefs, war
riors, Indian princesses). While scholars such as Rayna Green have explored 
these concepts, few recognize how they shape the teaching of the subject Inat
ter. An instructor Inust be aware of the stereotypes that students bring with 
thenl when they enter the classrooln. Failure to recognize the students' precon
ceptions opens an instructor up, unintentionally and invariably, to supporting 
these stereotypes. Quizzing students about stereotypes can ferret them out. 
Asking students who Sacajawea was or whether all Indians were nomadic can 
help identify, for both the instructor and the student, the unspoken stereotypes 
that nlay hinder learning. An awareness of the audience's preconceptions and 
misinfornlation should help define the structure of the class, the choice of text
books, and the design of assignments. 

The way most high school and college survey courses portray United States 
history creates the next challenge for teaching Native An1erican history. Many 
textbooks today still depict United States history as an east-to-west nlarch of 
Anglo-.Anlerican culture. They devote little or no 6}11e to other elnpires and 
groups. Most SLUll up pre-Colunlbian history in a few pages, nod their heads at 
the Spanish, ignore the French (unless they clash with the English), and then 
charge westward. Because such textbooks tend to present United States his
tory as a Inarch of progress, one must be careful not to align a Native Alnerican 
history course too closely with the history of the United States. If students ac
cept the idea that the history of the United States represents progress, then 
they struggle with understanding how natives could resist becoming part 
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of United States society. Thus, students may be predisposed to the idea that 
"civilizing" the "Indians" helped save them. Thanks to standardized textbooks, 
students have not been exposed to Native Americans' history except in a ter
tiary manner (Indian wars, Thanksgiving.) Therefore, one risks Inarginalizing 
Native Americans again by making them appear to be secondary actors in the 
history of a superpower. 

In addition to the problclns confronting the instructors, the challenges faced 
by authors who write about Native American topics are unique as welL If a 
textbook ties itself and its format too closely to United States history, students 
begin to see Native An1cricans as an ethnicitywithin United States history, not 
as separate governn1ents, societies, cultures, and economies. This most often 
becon1es apparent when discussing IIIndians" in the Constitution and the Re
moval of the Five Civilized Tribes. A teacher's choice of books has failed if 
students are later shocked to discover that in some U'nited States legal circles 
na ti ve peoples were viewed as separate sovereign na tions and that they viewed 
thernselves that way. 

Often students equate natives with immigrant ethnic groups, assun1ing that 
after the A Inerican Revolution, they became part of the United States as other 
groups did. They Inay already believe that all imn1igrants assimilated quickly 
into United States society, so they expect the native peoples to do the salne. The 
im,age of the melting pot predisposes n1any students to aSSlune that Native 
Alnericans just blended into the general population of the United States when 
they could. In addition, few students enter the classroom urlderstanding that 
there is no such thing as an IIIndian" culture, language or society. Therefore, 
comlnunicating the diversity of the Native A.mericans' experience and their 
desire to remain unique and distinct becOlnes twice as hard. 

The authors of United States survey texts complicate the probleln. Few sur
vey texts organize United Sta tes history around theulatic issues. Instead, they 
proceed chronologically. But thematic issues drive Native American history. 
First contact spans hundreds of years, depending upon the geographicalloca
tion of native groups. Diseases roll and return back and forth across the north 
An1erican continent. Even modern policies, such as tennination, provoke dif
ferent responses fron1 different regions and tribal groups, all of which are his
torically grounded in individual tribal experiences. Tn other words, it is not 
possible to generalize about the experience of Native Alnericans because there 
is no such thing as one "Indian" experience. But students assum.e, at least on 
one levet that there is an American Experience and often try to apply this broad 
generalization to Native American issues. 

Finally, instructors need to cover vast periods of ti1ne in a manner that con
veys change and continuity without losing the students to n1inute details and 
myth or allowing thelTI to fornl incorrect and dangerous stereotypes and gen
eralizations. Unfortunately, students have been taught that history is generali
zations. And that represents one of the lilain challenges for teaching Native 
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.Aln"erican history. How does one teach students to embrace the diversity and 
variety exemplified by native experiences in North Alnerica? How does one 
communicate to students that different groups viewed thelnselves as separate 
and unique fronl all other native and Euro-American groups even while their 
adversaries tried to lump them into the category of "Indian"? How does one 
demonstrate the clashes between ethnocentric policies and diverse societies? 
And in nlost cases, all these issues nlust be COlnlnunicated in one semester 
with limited writing assignments. 

This review evaluates several textbooks within the context of actually teach
ing a course, rather than looking at how they add to the historiography. Sonle 
of theln have been test-driven in classes. SOlll e have not. All will be evaluated 
in the following marUler: How would this book work with an audience that 
possesses information and lnisinformation? How would this book work with 
an audience that has only a vague interest? Does the textbook nlanage to con
vey the political, social, and econonlic diversity of native lives? Does the text
book present na ti ve groups as independent of or tertiary to American history? 
What tools does the textbook offer to help students use critical thinking and 
conceptua Iize difficu It issues such as ethnocentricity, assin1.ilation versus ac
culturation, self-determination, etcetera? 

To facilitate the use of this review essay, 1 have done two things. First, I have 
divided the books into two categories: textbooks and essay collections. Second! 
I have included the following codes: TD (test-driven in class), IA (works with 
an informed audience)! UA (works with an uninfonned audience), TT (pro
vides useful teaching tools beyond or in lieu of strong text) . 

TEXTBOOKS 

In the last five years, publishers have begun to realize that a Inarket exists 
for textbooks covering Native Alnerican history. But editors have approached 
the topic as if it is Inerely a different version of the general United States his
tory. Teaching with a text has both advantages and disadvantages. Since the 
organization of Inost textbooks is chronological, their use can drive a Native 
Am"erican survey course to fol1ow chronology instead of themes. Because of 
choosing chronology over thenlatic issues, many textbooks then downplay 
the diversity of Native American history to Inake the subject fit better into the 
chronology of United States history. 

Part of the problern comes fro In a deceptive trick in the chronology of Na
tive American history. At first, it seeins to run chronologically. For the pre~ 

Columbian chapter! the native groups encounter the same variables but in 
different ways. But once the Europeans arrive! then different native groups 
encounter variables at different times. Thus the Pueblos encounter disease 
lnuch earlier than the Mandan. Such differences can get lost in a chronological 
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approach to Native A111erican history. The differing times of contact and con
flict change the equation unequally and 111Uddy the issue of diversity. Students 
struggle to understand the effects of disease because they see it as a period, the 
early 1500s. Then when it reappears in the nineteenth century, they do not 
understand how it could have an effect when "Indians" had already encoun
tered disease. 

By the late twentieth century, though, the original chronologica 1 pa ttenl from 
the pre-Colu111bian period recurs. Most native groups confront the SaIne types 
of legislation at the same ti111e but in different manners. This, though, lintits the 
nUlliber of influencing factors and helps highlight the diversity anlong tribal 
responses. Therefore, representing the diversity of the period froln 1500 to 1900 
poses a challenge for any textbook covering Native Anlerican history. 

Despite these problel11S, textbooks can provide a C0l111110n base of knowl
edge for the students. They can be great sources of illustrations and maps with 
which an instructor can help students visualize the history. And as Inore texts 
have entered the market, the quality of the reading lists and end-of-chapter 
questions has inlproved, giving students a chance to pursue their own inter
ests outside the classroom. 

Peter Nabokov, Native Alnerican Testimony. TD, lA, UA, TT. 

Nabokov's work represents a one-of-a-kind textbook that is unparalleled in 
the field. HE~ provides an extensive collection of primary accounts from natives 
on topics ranging front the creation of the world through self-determination. 
Each chapter is designed with a short entry that sets the stage for the titne or 
conceptual period. Then, Nabokov creates labels for each account which de
scribe the origin of the account, including the author, when and how it was 
recorded, and, when known, its underlying circuntstances. Because he includes 
textual renditions of oral histories and lists the dates when they were recorded, 
he lays the groundwork for discLlssions of ora 1 versus written history, an issue 
crucial to both the historical and ethnohistorical study of Native Anlericans. 
In some cases, he also provides excellent pieces with which to discuss how· 
the anthropologists who recorded the oral histories might have shaped the 
doculnents. In addition, because the later entries are excerpted froll1 published 
works, this book clearly denl0nstrates how literate the native population has 
becolne. 

Nabokov touches on all of the major issues covered by other textbooks, such 
as first contact, 111issionary contact, and treaties, but in a minimalist way. He 
allows the natives to speak for thelnselves. This in turn de1110nstrates, espe
cially in the chapters on the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, how divided 
the Native An1erican populations becanle over certain issues. He receives extra 
kudos for not including treaties and other government dOCUInents as evidence 
of native history Nabokov's nlininlalist approach works well with students. It 
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allows the instructor to set the stage through lecture or other readings. And it 
provides the students with the space to read the entries for themselves and 
grapple with interpretation and lneaning. In some cases, they must struggle to 
accept ideas with which they are uncomfortable. Or, in the case of first-contact 
accounts, students fight to understand the metaphors employed by the native 
authors. All of these problems help students better understand how unique 
and important native cultures are. 

Students love this book. First, to be blunt, the essays are short and illustra
tive. More important, the documents provide the voices of native peoples. This 
can be especially itnportant for the uninformed audiences, who may not have 
even attended a powwow, n1uch less talked to a native person. It also provides 
the perfect medium for documentary studies, con1parative papers, or discus
sions, helping students develop their critical-thinking skills. Asking how a 
docun1ent's intended audience or its author's position n1ight have shaped it 
drives students to better understand how these conditions shape all documents. 
Because the entries tend to be short, even the most unprepared student can 
skim one and participate in class discussion. Finally, Nabokov provides un
usual photos and pictures to depict events. He does not rely on the sta1e old 
standbys that so many books use. These illustrations provide students with a 
new perspective. Instead of the same old picture of Sitting Bull or Geronimo, 
they now see falniIies and tribal councils. 

Nabokov organizes the chapters in a thematic malmel~ allowing for wide 
chronologies within each. Although to students it appears to be a chronologi
cal book, it is actually thelnatic. For exan1ple, his chapter on first contact in
cludes accounts frOll1 the 1500s and those recorded by anthropologists at the 
end of the nineteenth century. Because of this structure, luore than any other 
current text, N a bokov' s book succeeds in presenting native groups as indepen
dent parties. Because the chapters are then1atically organized, they lend them
selves to discussions of cri tica 1 concepts such as ethnocentricity, assilnilation 
versus acculturation, and self-deternlination. One caveat: students often panic 
over the wide variety of native group nanles listed within the book. One way 
to help theln deal with the overwhelming sense of detail can be to have theJll 
Inap the different entries by cultural region. This helps them master how dif
ferent topics affected various Native Anierican regions from pre-European con
tact through the twentieth century. It also illustrates the flow of action . 

Colin Calloway, First Peoples: A Documentary Survey (?lAmerican Indian History. 
TD, lA, VA, TT. 

On the surface, Calloway'S book looks promising for the c1assroon1. In 
n1any ways, it is the first true textbook for Native American survey courses. 
it combines narrative text, docUDlents, Inaps, and study questions in the 
traditional textbook format. First Peoples possesses several strengths. The first 
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chapters and the very last chapters appear to be the strongest. The section on 
the pre-Columbian period provides a good overview of North Alnerica and its 
diversity. The central chapters on the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries be
conle a little bogged down in the day-to-day detail of events. By the twentieth 
century, Calloway uses 1110re Native American voices. He then quickly explains 
concepts and allows the actors involved to explain the conflicts thenlsc1ves. 
The document collections at the end of each chapter, which are both written 
and visuat are effective to varying degrees. At the very least, they provide a 
valuable teaching resource for discussion and take~holne assignnlents. 

For In any students, Calloway COlnes across as repetitive. He se(;~ms to have 
patterned the book after standard Alnerican history textbooks. Because of that 
fornlat, students find the information redundant and often miss the different 
perspective conveyed. They skim for the chronology and overlook the per
spective. For instance, after failing a quiz, students have confessed that they 
glanced at the nlaterial, r~~cognized the nanles and dates, but did not see the 
different perspective. But the questions posed to then1 denlanded that they 
explain the native group's reaction to Alnerican independence or another inci
dent in United States history. Since that section looked familiar/ the students 
assullled the story could be told from only one perspective. While Calloway 
intends to portray the native groups as independent and diverse, they conle 
across not as lnajor actors but as supporting characters in the developlllent of 
the history of the United States. And students tend to lTIush the groups to
gether to 111ake them fit better into the chronology he provides. 

Calloway does provide SOl1le important tools for teaching critical thinking 
and helping students conceptualize illlportant facets of Native Alllerican his
tory. Each chapter includes a visual essay. These aids help students understand 
stereotypes and ethnocentricity. One essay stands out. Calloway includes a se
ries of portrayals of the Battle of the Little Bighorn. On the one hand, it shows 
Custer, with his flowing blond hair, single-handedly holding off the typical 
bloodthirsty Indians. On the other hand/ it uses a Crow illustration of the battle, 
with less blood, and less rOlnanticism. It inlmediately drives home to students 
how whites have rOlllanticized the incident and how it became a turning point 
for many western native groups. 

While Calloway provides m_aps, lnany rely too heavily upon the students 
already knowing their United States geography without reference points. Also, 
many Inaps are specifically targeted at select issues within the text. Calloway 
probably chose to make such specific l1laps in order to convey the diversity of 
the native experience. And fro 111 a scholar's perspective this works. But for 
overly pragll1atic students, it raises the question, Wi]] T be tested over this little 
Inap? OftE:~n broader and 1l10re striking lnaps catch the students' eyes and force 
thenl to read the text. Maps of total native land loss succeed, where a ll1ap of 
the reduction of one group's reservation often fails. 

Because of the chronological nature of the book, some of the diversity gets 
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buried. The first and last chapters succeed the best at conveying the diversity 
of the native experiences econolllically, socially, and politically. If an instructor 
uses Calloway's text in place of lectures and supplelnents it with lots of discus
sions and severa 1 targeted lnonographs, this book could work well. But it will 
be necessary sonlehow to jolt the students out of their complacency when they 
hear the word textbook and see the study questions and the lnaps. If they can be 
trained to read the text critically and for its strengths, then it can be a useful 
teaching tool that raises in1portant issues. 

Carl Waldman, Atlas (~l the North Alnericatl Indian. lA, VA, TT. 

Waldn1an's work serves nlany purposes and audiences. I used it religiously 
as a graduate student because of its excellent maps, charts, and timelines.l also 
utilized its reSOUTces to write many of llly early lectures and answer questions 
raised by students. A few years ago, a colleague suggested it as a textbook. 
Though it still ties its chronology to United States history, it lets students visu
alize a different form of United States history than they have previously seen. 

First, the n1aps are spectacular. He is not afraid to use state lines to help 
students get a handle on where a group or issue existed. An instructor can 
explain intertribal pre-Columbian trade for hours, with vivid examples of par~ 

rot feathers and conch shells. But students really grasp it when they see 
Waldman's n1ap, "Pre-contact Trade Routes." They get it! Waldman's visuals 
work better than Calloway's because they drive the text rather than vice versa. 
Students see large nlaps and then follow the textual explanation. The maps are 
the main text. 

Wa Idn1an does stray a bit froIn the chronology of the United States in the 
early part of the book. He works hard to delnonstrate to students the issues of 
resistance and survival by talking about religion and other issues through 
pre- and post-contact tilnes. While this eventually helps the students, in the 
beginning they get a bit confused. As they are just being introduced to the 
different cultural and linguistic groups, they find it difficult then to add the 
political and economic differences on top. Teaching them how to create charts 
or biographies for each group can help thelll process and manage all this 
new information. 

In addition to the excellent Inaps, Waldlllan elnploys lots of drawings that 
are culhtrally specific to different native groups. This serves two purposes. First, 
students see exmnples of the itellls described in the text. More in1portant, they 
begin to visua lize the diversity of the cultures/ e.g./ how a kachina differs fron1 
a ghost shirt. Again, visuals trump text overwheln1ingly. As the book gets into 
the later time period/ though, these advantages begin to faLl away a bit. As 
more native groups get pushed into snlaller and closer areas, the visual 
differences become less noticeable to the untrained eye, the exception being 
the maps of land policy. Students instantly grasp the dan1age wrought by dif-
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ferent federal land policies when seeing how reservations shrank over the years. 
Again, the biggest drawback to this book is that it looks like a textbook. 

Students have been trained for years to read textbooks in a specific manner. 
They learn to skim for names, dates and keywords. But when those are foreign, 
their methodology fails. This can lead to frustration as students discover that 
the text is not what they thought it was. Some students will then abandon fhe 
text altogether. With work from the instructor, Waldlnan's book can provide 
va luable information in the classroom, but one Inust be on the defensive to 
make sure that students do not treat it as a reference text instead of a history. 

Peter Iverson, We Are Still Here. TO, lA, UI. 

This work acts as a textbook for twentieth-century Native American history, 
one of the nlore difficult periods to teach. The twentieth century challenges 
students' biggest preconceptions about Native Alnericans. Suddenly, native 
leaders act like whites but with a different agenda. They protest, they lobby, 
they sue. And even though there are now many more written documents, they 
lack the romanticisnl of the earlier period, a romanticism with which most stu
dents feel conlfortable. 

Iverson does an excellent job of defining and providing exall1ples of con
cepts that dot the twentieth century, such as termination. Too lnany authors let 
their guard down when they discuss the twentieth century. They assume much 
lTIore knowledge because they aSSUll1e a higher level of student interest. In 
addition, a generational gap has been appearing of late. Many authors who are 
now associate or full professors forget that today's students may not, and often 
do not, know, for example, who or what AIM is. Because media attention fo
cuses on Native Americans only within certain contexts (cultural events, gaIn
ingl etcetera) students seem happily unaware of ll1any of the current struggles 
for land, recognition, education, and power. Iverson, on the whole, does not 
make such assulllptions. He clearly explains the various groups and their ac
tions and In.otlvations when they encounter challenges from the dominant so
ciety, the United States. Where students often find difficulty is with Iverson/s 
level of detail. He provides lots of personal nanles and exall1ples. While to an 
instructor this provides flavor and content, for some students this becom.es 
overwhelming. It serves to delineate individual natives into political and eco
nOlllic actors, which is one of the lnain goals of teaching Native Alnerican his
tory. But if a student has recently left a high school with an emphasis on dates 
and facts, he or she lnay cling to the names and miss the concepts. 0 correct 
for this, an instructor can retrain students to focus on concepts. Ask them to get 
into groups and try to explain termination to one another. Then require theln 
to compare tennination with nineteenth-cenhny policies. These exercises can 
help wean students frotn nalnes and dates and point them toward concepts 
and thclnes. 
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Iverson combines the chronological with the thematic, taking time out w ithin 
chapters to explain legislation such as that relating to termination or the Indian 
Claims Commission. TIlis ploy works well, especially since he then provides 
examples of how different tribal groups have reacted and responded to these 
policies. It also serves to emphasize some of the diversity of native governance 
and response to federal policy changes. Iverson also succeeds at providing na
tive voices to explain how such policies and events shaped individual reac
tions. He utilizes native responses to the New Deal instead of governnlent ones. 

On the whole, the book functions as a straight infonnative textbook. It gives 
context and background to twentieth-century problenls with few illustrations 
or documents. The text is short and concise, which students like. And when 
combined with Nabokov, it works extremely well because Nabokoy's work 
records natives discussing various issues and Iverson's work explains the ba
sic concepts of those issues. 

ESSAY COLLECTIONS 

Essay collections represent one of the most popular forms of classroolD text 
available. Many combine scholarly essays with documents to help bridge the 
gap between discussing Native Americans in the abstract and actually hearing 
from them. Some of the collections rely heavily on edited versions of scholarly 
articles. These pose an inherent problem: their original audience. Few scholars 
write their articles for neophytes but rather for other scholars in their fields. 
This can limit their usefulness in a survey course. However, some editors have 
begun to recognize this problem and are focussing 011 having scholars write 
their chapters specifically for the student audience. 

Frederick Hoxie and Peter Iverson, eds., indians in. Am.erican History: An 
Introduction. TD, VA. 

This collection of essays starts with one of the best selections on pre
Columbian history on the market. Far too many of the essays on this topic are 
too in-depth, devoid of specific examples, or cover only one angle. In twenty
three pages, James Brown lays the groundwork for discussions of the cultural 
diversity of North Arnerica before the Europeans arrived. It illustrates to stu
dents how the economies and politics of the various regions interacted with 
and influenced one another while still demonstrating the variety in experi
ences. But this essay also illustrates one of the strengths of the book. The edi
tors clearly asked the authors to write or rewrite essays~such as Brown's-on 
broad and important topics in Native American history, or essays on the policy 
of relnoval or onhow natives viewed the South. The individual authors tend to 
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take tradition a 1 United States history topics and view then1 through the the
matic lenses of Native American history. The editors intended to build on 
students' knowledge of United States history and n1ake theln view it from 
new angles. 

To achieve this goat Hoxie and Iverson tied the structure of this book to the 
basic timeline of American history. It covers important, and often underexplored, 
topics such as Indians in the Arnerican Revolution and the Indian response to 
westward expansion. But if an instructor designs his course around thenlatic 
issues rather than a chronology of United States history, the students struggle 
with the book. They often fight to understand how the mention of Indians in 
the Constitution represents issues of sovereignty, for past instructors taught 
theln that the Constitution discussed freedonl and individual rights. In addi
tion, if a student's own background in United States history is weak, it is diffi
cu 1 t to Inake sense of how the topics fit into that context. While the first half of 
the book succeeds in portraying the diversity of native North America, this 
diversity becomes increasingly narrow as the book continues. Most of the es
says in the last half of the book nlust focus solely on one tribal group, limiting 
the broader scope found in the earlier essays. The blame for this GllUl0t be 
placed at Hoxie and Iverson's feet, though. Again, the trick of chronology lneans 
that different groups experienced issues at different times from 1500 to 1900. 
That said, the book does succeed, in the second half, in portraying native groups 
as independent actors within, yet separate from, United States history. 

The book provides few visual tools for the students. But some of the essays 
lend thelnselves extremely well to discussions. The chapter on Indians in the 
Constitution can act as an electrical shock to students who assumed that na
tives were just another social group within the United States. The chapter on 
how the West was lost demonstrates the depressing repetitiveness of events. It 
drives home to students how each group saw itself as different, and therefore 
attempted to give the Uni ted States the benefit of the doubt at every turn. The 
United States, on the other hanct did not see the diversity of the groups and 
assumed all Native Alnericans would respond in the same lnLUUler. 

here are a couple of other interesting points about this book. When used in 
conjunction with Calloway, students COIn plain it is repetitive. When used with 
other essay collections or monographs, students grasp the ilnportance of the 
essays better but often expose their own lack of knowledge about United 
States history. Surprisingly, this book works extrenlely well in the United States 
survey course. Some of the essays have even driven students to review what 
they thought they knew about the history of the United States. Using it in a 
United States survey course helps students to realize that sometimes progress 
cOlnes at the expense of certain groups. And it shows students how Europeans 
and Alnericans viewed the Native Alnericans and other peoples of color as 
expendable while those people saw thelnselves as important actors with goals 
of their own. 
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PhHip Weeks, ed., They Made Us Many Promises: The American Indian 
Experience, 2et edition. lA, VA 

They Made Us Many Promises is Weeks's second edition of his book The Ameri
can In.dian Experience: 1524 to the Presen.t. The first edition, while succeeding in 
covering issues such as the Cjvil War, Plains Indian warfare, and urban Indi~ 
ans, suffered froln a number of lTnportan t structural problenls. Several of the 
essays in the first edition covered Inaterial explored by other essays in the vol
tune. In addition, the volunle lacked maps and illustrations, presenting a bland 
version of Native American life in North An1erica. But the second edition cor
rects both of those flaws, creating a strong volullle that is classroom-ready. 

This collection of essays covers several important topics in a clear and con
cise manner. The essays begin with first contact and progress through the late 
twentieth cen tury. Bu t un Ii ke other collections, these essays are grouped under 
thematic rubrics: "A World Turned Upside Down," "Visions of a New Order," 
and "The Night Is Far Gone, The Day Is New." The ll1ajority of the essays are 
tightly written and there are enough examples to engage the students but not 
inundate them. On the whole, the pieces no longer repeat each other, though 
Laurence Hauptrnan's article on the Nixon era and Clifford Trafzer's essay on 
native sovereignty in the Northwest do rehash quite a bit of infonnation. 

Despite that one flaw, this book succeeds in conveying the diversity of na
tive responses to jssues such as European contact, removal, and tennination. 
The one constant present in most of the essays is that different groups of na
tives respond in different ways to crises. Even though the book runs chrono~ 
logically, it is still thenlatically based rather than designed around Alnerican 
history. Each essay approaches a thematic problelll in Native Alnerican his
tory, such as the Cherokee Renloval, the impact of the Civil War, or the Indian 
New Deal. This works because Weeks has no quahns about letting certain in
fornlation overlap between the chronological periods. The article by Hauptman 
and by Trafzer provide a good example. They are in two thelnatically different 
parts of the book, both of which are organized internally by chronology. So 
Hauptman covers the 1970s and then Trafzer does it again one section later. 
But that works because they approach their topics frolll two different thenlatic 
and theoretical points of view. Therefore, this book would be effective with 
audiences having both vague and specific knowledge. 

Weeks appears to have directed the essayists to write as if they were prepar
ing lectures. The essays tend to provide historical context to the problem at 
hand, the problenl itself, and then the outconle. There are no footnotes or refer
ences to other sources. On the whole, each essay flows quickly through its topic 
and raises inlportant historical issues without wasting tillle on the historio
graphical debate. Several of these chapters stand out. Thomas Dunlay's article 
on Plains warfare presents the difficulties faced both by the Plains Indians 
and the United States Cavalry as they Inet each other in combat. Many of the 
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articles achieve this sort of balance without assuming that the readers know 
Anlerican history intimately or come to the reading with any knowledge of 
nabve histories. Then the essayists each prepared a detailed aIU10tated bibliog
raphy, divided by subject. These bibliographies are priceless for the instructor. 
They include both secondary and prinlary sources accompanied by aIU1ota
tions as to what they cover and what infonnation they may provide. The bib
liographic essay at the end of Weeks' article on the Civil War proves the impor
tance of this tooL First, it denlonstrates, by the dearth of books and articles on 
natives in the Civil War, the extent to which Civil War historians tend to be 
Anglocentric. Then, it provides further readings on Inultiple issues addressed 
in the article: reservations, the Sioux Uprising, and the effects of the Civil War 
on Native Anlericans. It also includes biographies of major players. Thanks to 
this and the other editorial decisions, Weeks' work may be one of the lTIOre 
balanced collections available. 

Finally, Weeks and his authors have added illustrations and lnaps. The maps 
are perfect. They provide enough detail to orient students and illustrate the 
point of the particular article. They assume no prior knowledge. The illustra
tions are also helpful and, in SOlne cases, unusual. The picture of native women 
in military dress highlights a w-ay in which students often do not perceive na~ 

tive peoples: as patriots. Visual additions such as these help drive home the 
Jt~ssons learned within the articles. 

Nancy Shoenlaker, ed., Anzerican Indians.UA, lA, TT. 

This collection sets a new standard for essay / dOCulllent collections. It com
bines the important thelnatic issues in Native American history with strong 
lessons on the craft and methodology necessary to being an historian. This 
book literally sings with the possibilities of pedagogical use. From its insight
ful introductory essay through its lnany chapters on specific problems, this 
book clearly considers lllany of the pedagogica 1 issues raised at the begiluling 
of the essay. Shoenlaker chooses theIne over chronology and avoids tying Na
tive American history too closely to the chronology of the Uni ted States. This 
collection seeks to challenge students to approach Native Anlcrican history as 
historians instead of as casual observers, and it forces theln to think about 
what they read. 

In her opening essay, Shoenlaker openly identifies the stereotypes that stu
dents bring to class when they enroll in a Native Anlerican history course. This 
nine-page essay, though it ends with a whiInper, outlines the stereotypes held 
by students and scholars. In addition, it discusses how historians and anthro
pologists who study Native Alnericans have contributed to these problelTIs. 
Shoenlaker's training as an ethnohistorian shines throughout the essay and 
the book. She has adopted a unique and pedagogically important method for 
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structuring each chapter. On the surface/ it appears to be silnple: scholarlyes
say and two documents supporting it. But it is Shoemaker's introductions to 
both sets of data that make this book unique. Far too many essay collections 
simply summarize the essay and/ or document for the student reader. Then, 
they give away the elelnents by providing very pointed study questions. Stu
dents, after years of reading tests, kn<.yw to read the questions first/ then the 
article, thereby missing anything that falls outside of the questions. Shoemaker's 
treatnlent avoids these pitfal1s. 

First/ her introductions to the articles are brilliant. She has chosen only seven 
issues in Native American history for the book. Therefore, she must place each 
topic within context befof<::. throwing the student i]lto the essay and the docu
ments. Usually, within a page, Shocmaker manages to set the stage for the ar
ticle and doculnents. But then/ instead of sunlnlarizing the article, she discusses 
the questions it raises and the methods used to answer those questions. She 
trains the students' eyes to see the article through those of a more practiced 
historian. For instance, when setting the stage for Ka therine Brown's article on 
the gender frontier, she discusses how Brown examined colonial doculllents 
and pulled out all the references to gender she could find .. Nobody explains 
this sort of grunt work to students. They all assunle that historians have these 
nifty data bases where you type in "gender" and all the rcferences to it appear. 
Then, you write your book or article. In less than a paragraph/ Shoemaker con
veys all the hard work that went into Brown's important and unique thesis. 

When Shocnlaker n1.oves on to the docunlents/ she repeats thc process. She 
often chooses to include docum.ents uscd in writing the articlc. This helps build 
a bridge bctw·een written history and the research on which it is based. Then/ 
she sLunmarizes the thrust of the document while pointing out its unique fea
tures. When she discusses the Cherokee Rcmovat she chooses regional cen
suses as publishcd by The Cherokee Phoenix instead of letters or diaries protest
ing removal In this nl~UU1.et~ she subtly delTIonstrates how llluch Cherokee so
ciety and politica] structures looked like that of the burgeoning United States 
in the 1830s. 

Another plus for this volunlC is the wide variety of articles utilized by Shoe
tnaker. She includes accessible econon1.ic and nlatcrial culture histories as well 
as the standard social and political ones. Therefore, not only will students see 
the history from the perspective of Native Americans, but also from different 
tnethodologies and vic·wpoints within the history profession. In niany ways/ 
this book would work in an historical methodology course for either under
graduate or graduate studcnts, because it includes various types of history on 
one subject under one covcr. This book would be particularly effective w·here 
several majors are enrolled in a Native American history course. Business and 
science lTIajors would find articles that speak their language, potentially in
spiring thern to see how their own fields of study affect or are affected by Na
tive American issues. 
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Albert Hurtado and Peter Iverson, eds., Major Problems in Anzerican Indian 
History, 2d edition. UA, lA, TD, TT. 

When the first edition of Major Problems in American Indian History came out 
several years ago, it stood alone in the marketplace. It represented the only 
combination of documents and essays available. It appeared to answer an 
instructor's prayers, especially if one's students had lilnited budgets. Unfortu
nately, the first edition was also flawed. Many of the doclunents cwere simply 
government docunlents, which students tend to see as bland and boring. Some 
of the other, lTIore vivid documents, such as captivity narratives, were old stan
dards that students may have read in other classes. Finally, the essays were all 
pulled from scholarly journals. While this may raise the level of discussion and 
help provide good exalnples of how to build arguments, n1any of the articles in 
the first edition had been edited so heavily that students viewed then1 with 
suspicion. Some articles seemed to have more ellipses than exanlples and stu
dents often questioned the validity of argull1ents when they cou Id not see the 
footnotes or the exaluples. The second edition has fixed the first problenl and 
smoothed over the second one. 

Hurtado and Iverson bring together a wider array of priluary documents 
for the second edition. They include everything from creation stories through 
articles on sex and ll1anifestos for independence. In an interesting contrast to 
the first edition, the documents appear to be ba lanced between native perspec
tives and nOlu1ative ones. This work has always worked well with Nabokov's 
book. Now, because of the new edition's more balanced choice of doculnents, 
Nabokov beconles extraneous. For example, at one point there is "Northwest 
Ordinance, 1787" followed by "Little Turtle (Miami) on the Treaty of Creenville, 
1795." Then there is Tecumseh speaking out against land cessions next to an 
Indian cOlTImissioner explaining removal. These documents provide the per
fect material for teaching critical thinking, either through a writing assignment 
or a class discussion. Simply asking students to identify the audience and the 
bias of each docull1ent should help thelTI better understand the politics and the 
great losses at stake in these negotiations. Thus, the document choice is greatly 
improved. 

In addition, the documents appear better related to the articles that follow 
them. This also helps students see how historians work. The introductions to 
the documents and articles, while blissfully short and sweet, could spend a bit 
more time drawing the lines between the documents and the articles. They 
could address the nlethodology of the articles more completely as well. Hurtado 
and Iverson still chose to reprint versions of scholarly articles. The choices are 
luore engaging this time, as the majority do treat natives as historical actors 
rather than historical props. And the articles appear to be better edited, with 
fewer ellipses and gaps between the argument and the evidence. 

But the problenl. of audience still exists when using scholarly articles. Let's 
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face it: Today's articles are not written to a broad audience, they are 'written to 
other hjstorians in one's field. Recognizing this, Hurtado and Iverson have cut 
historiographical deba tes and references from the begiIming of the articles se
lected. That does not relieve, however, the basic problem that these articles 
address educated audiences with in-depth knowledge. This, combined with 
the lack of maps and illustrations accompanying the ll1ajority of the articles, 
tnakes several of them very hard to teach within a survey course. The first two 
articles in the book provide an excellent example. Donald Fixico's and Richard 
White's articles are thought provoking to other scholars, but they address is
sues about which most students remain blissfully unaware. While these ar
ticles can be useful at the end of th.e semester, as opening articles they leave the 
students cold. Most, as stated before, enter the class with lilnited or nonexist
ent knowledge. They bring with them stereotypes and Inisinformation, not 
elaborate conceptions of how to study native peoples. Perhaps a better essay 
for this situation would deal with stereotypes and how ralnpant they are within 
United States society. 

On the other hand, Hurtado and Iverson have updated the majority of the 
articles, providing several interesting and in1portant teaching opportunities. 
Ari Kelman's article on John Ross's decision of 1861 gives instructors the per
fect point of departure for having students visualize the negotiations. Ask stu
dents what they think the debates between Ross and the other factions looked 
like. Move thenl away frolll the image of the teepee and the peace pipe and 
into a setting with benches and n1en in suits. "The Right to a Name/' by Ruth 
Wallis Herndon and Ella Wilcox Sekatau, represents another pedagogically use
ful article. Because it combines oral and written histories and provides critiques 
of both, it allows students to contelnplate the difficulties of writing and re
searching native histories. The essay constantly points out how the written 
record ignored Narragansett people or hid them through sloppiness or lack of 
interest in their welfare. These discussions clearly illustrate how written records 
in general, not just those associated with native peoples, do not present a com
plete picture of society. 

Despite its flaws, Major Problems is hard to beat as a catch-all textbook. It 
covers a huge scope of tilne (pre-Columbian to the present) in depth. It sup
plies both docutnents and articles in one place. Several of the new essays ad
dress future research issues which should excite that small minority of stu
dents who intend to take upper-level or graduate classes. And, perhaps most 
in1portant, of all the books reviewed here, it addresses gender more often and 
lTIOre consistently. Gender renlains the dirty little secret of native history. Out
side of Nancy Shoetnaker's Negotiators of Change, most books include only one 
essay on native wmnen (as if that were one big happy category), if any. Hurtado 
and Iverson address gender through their dOClunents and their articles, allow
ing instructors to point out that many people visualize natives only as males. 

Over-all, the choice of textbook(s) for a Native American survey course 
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requires deep thought and a commitment to certain pedagogical standards. An 
instructor lnust consider not only the material to be covered but the particular 
students' likely level of knowledge and nlisinformation, the diversity of Na
tive Alnerica, and the issue of critical thinking. Tn addition, it never hurts to 
understand how your colleagues teach their United States survey courses and 
how your anthropology department presents Native America to its students. 
Anned with this knowledge and an understanding of the pitfalls and plea
sures of the books you choose, teaching Native American 11istory can be one of 
the most in teresting experiences of your teaching career. 
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A River Running West. The L~fe of John Wesley Pm,oell. By Donald Worster (Oxford 
Universi ty Press: Oxford and New York, 2001) 

John Wesley Powell (1834-1902) is one of the iconic figures of nineteenth
century Anlerica. Explorer, scientistj conservationist, environmental visionary, 
masterful adnlinistrator, cranky and abstruse philosopher in his later years, he 
looms larger than life in the history of America and the West. He has since the 
1940s been the subject of two nlajor biographies, one by William Darrah (1951) 
and one by Wallace Stegner (1954), nUlllerOllS smaller studies, a Inovie, and 
various television docunlcntaries. Now we have a third, definitive, biography 
by the Inaster environlllental historian Donald Worster. Worster's book is mag
isterial; it III a tches the tnagnitude of his subject: 673 pages, Inany of theJn filled 
with new and newly interpreted infonnation about Powell, his family, his pro
fessionallife, and l1is ilnpacts on America. 

The general outlines of Powell's life are well known. He was the son of im
Inigrant Methodist parents who came fn.un Britain. The Powell family rest
lessly moved west with the great tide of hunlanity from the 1820s on to settle, 
to take up the land, but then to move on. Young Wes grew up in Ohio, Wiscon
sin, and Illinois as his father sought new places to lllake a living, but more 
important to spread the Wesleyan variety of the Methodist doctrine. From his 
early years Powell was deeply interested in natural history and science. His 
education was catch-as-catch-can. In the Civil War he joined the Union Army, 
soon became a captain of artillery, and later a Inajor, a title he retained through
out the rest of his life. At Shiloh he lost his lower right arm to a Confederate 
sharpshooter's skill. Undeterred, he returned to the war. Mustered out, he be
came a professor of nature at colleges in Illinois. But his sights were on the 
West. He lnade expeditions to thc Rockies with fanlily and students. In 1869, 
having garnered financial support fronl various sources, he set off down the 
Green River, thence on down the Colorado. The region was still marked "unex
plored" on the Inaps of the day. He and his men were reported as lost. But 
ninety~nine days after it began, the expedition emerged from the lower end 
of the Grand Canyon and Powell returnE~d to the East a hero. He parlayed his 
fame into the directorship of one of the four federal Geographical and Geologi
cal Surveys created after the Civil War. In the 1870s, his men nlapped the Gr.and 
Canyon and the high plateaus of Utah. Powell studied the local Indian people, 
continuing a lifelong fascination with anthropology. 

In 1879, the four surveys were Inerged by Congress to create the United States 
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Geological Survey. Powell quietly Inanaged to get legislation inserted into the 
same bill creating what he called the Bureau of Etlulology (after 1894, Bureau 
of American Ethnology) tmder Smithsonian Institution auspices. In 1881, when 
Clarence King, the founding director of the Geological Survey, resigned, Con
gress appointed Powell as his replacement, allowing hin1 to ren1ain, concur
rently, as director of the Bureau of Ethnology. As head of two federal science 
agencies, Powel1 came to have great power in Washington in the years 1881 to 
1892. He tried, mightily, to impose a visionary system of rational planning, 
conservation, and land use on the American West. But it was a systen1 in direct 
opposition to everything ninE-teenth-century American expansionist capital
ism stood for: the unfettered and unmitigated exploitation of the public do
main and its resources. In the end, Powell was defeated; one of his most pow
erful and strident enemies was Senator Willianl Stewart of Nevada. 

Powell retreated to the Bureau of Ethnology. By 1894, he was a revered has
been, at least in the eyes of the power brokers in Washington and across the 
land. His staff, especially W. J. McGee, supported him and saw to the operation 
of the bureau. Powell, basically in what n1ight be called in-service retirement, 
turned to philosophy and produced a series of naIve, cranky, and difficult trea
tises on epistemology and scientific method and nomenclature. He even gave, 
and published, a college comlnencement address on geological and organic 
evolution, in verse. He died in 1902, one of the most falnous and honored 
Americans of his day. Unlike many who have great fame at death, but whose 
ideas are forgotten soon after, Powell continued to be influential, indeed, his 
legacy grew over the years. 

Worster, like Darrah and Stegner, gives us a chronicle of Powel1's hfe. Like 
Stegner, in particuJar, Worster places Powell's work, his defeats, successes, and 
1..11 tilnate accoJnplisrunents in national and telnpora 1 contexts. But Worster brings 
new data, new insights, and new interpretations to both the life and the work. 
We learn new things about the Powell family and its dynamics over the years; 
there is new information about Powell's own work in the West: his geology 
and anthropology, and the studies underlying his vision for western water 
control and conservation in his fanlOus Report on the Arid Lands of the lIn.ited 
States (1878). 

Powell recognized that many great and necessary tasks required teams of 
comn1itted researchers working on large interlocking projects over the long 
tern1. In this he legitilnized the idea that the federal government should 
support and be involved in basic research for the public good. In anthro
pology, Powell took up major scholarly tasks relating to American Indians, 
SOlne pending since the late 1700s, including (1) a systematic classification of 
the several hundred languages, (2) a synonymy and encyclopedia of Indian 
tribes, (3) ethnographic descriptions of individual tribes and their histories, (4) 
resolution of the vexing question of the nineteenth century, Who were the 
Mound Builders?, and (5) a compilation of all the Indian treaties and related 
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docunlents since the beginning of the United Sta tes. These and other tasks were 
pursued by Powell's Corps of Etlmologists in the Bureau of Etlmology from 
1879 onward. 

Powell made nlajor contributions to understanding the geology and geo
logical processes of the Colorado PIa teaus. Even Inore important, he was able 
to hire and set to work two of the great geological minds of the nineteenth 
century: Grove Karl Gilbert and Clarence Dutton. Gilbert's studies (1877, 1890) 
of the Henry Mountains in southern Utah and of ice-age Lake BOlmeville are 
regarded as great classics in American/ indeed world/ geology. So too are 
Dutton's reports (1880, 1882) on the high plateaus of Utah and on the Grand 
Canyon. Also through the Geological Survey, Powell set in motion the system
atic and accurate mapping of the United States. The process is still ongoing. 
The mapping program is one of Powell's principal legacies. Without it, much 
of the development of the United States could not have proceeded as it did. 
Worster gives us new insights into the nlapping pro graIn and its inlportance. 

Finally, there are the ideas embedded in Powell's arid lands report: that wa
ter conservation and control are central to the developnlent of the West. When 
the report appeared in 1878, Powell was scathingly criticized by the propo
nents of unfettered western developnlent. Their slogan, Rain Follows the Plow, 
was anl0ng the nl0re foolish propaganda absurdities ever pron1Ltlgated. Only 
as Powell lay dying/ in 1902, did he learn that legislation in Congress was un
der way to create a reclamation service to harness the river waters of the West 
for developnlent. The Newlands Project in Nevada was the first of the new 
agen.cy!s projects. It is of interest that the architect of the nluch larger project to 
harness all of the Colorado Rivel"" the river Powell had done so lnuch to Jna ke 
fanlous, was his nephew, Arthur Powell Davis. 

Donald Worster has provided us with a magnificent story, beautifully re
searched and elegantly told/ a story about an individual whose ilnpact on 
American life! and especially on life in the American West, in many ways is as 
great as that of any other person in the nineteenth century. 
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Merging Lines: American Railroads, 1900-1970. By Richard SaW1ders, Jr. 
(DeKalb: Northenl11linois University Press, 2001) 

Railroads were America's first bjg business and the progenitor of 1110dern 
financial, accounting, and managerial tecluliques. They symbolized-and Inade 
possible- the nation's industrial might. They helped open the West to settle
In en t and, throughout the country, epitomized the romance of speed, distance, 
and travel. And, by the 1970s, they represented one of the most visible exa111ples 
of Alnerican industrial decline. 

Saunders ably describes how railroads got themselves in this sorry state. 
And, he Jnakes clear, it really was mostly their fault, or more precisely the fault 
of their often inept Inanagers. Unlike many apologists for the railroad indus
try, Saunders does not blame the Interstate COlnmerce COlTIlnission, although 
he does criticize some of that agency's ill-considered, if well-meaning, deci
sions. Nor does he place much blame on federal transportation policy, the in
terstate highway, trucks, airlines, or labor unions. 

The real problem in the railroad industry was, in a word, lnergcrs. As its title 
suggests, this book is essentially a study of railroad lnergers and acquisitions, 
both those that actually took place and those that were merely plaluled. Merg
ing Lines relies heavily on court cases, congressiona 1 hearings, and TCC rulings. 
The result is a kind of extensive legal encyclopedia that reads like a first-rate 
historical narrative. Saunders presu111es that many of his readers are not rail
road historians, and he is careful to explain such underlying issues as ratemaking 
policies, and railroad tedulology, and to provide thumbnail corporate histo
ries- a 1] of it superbly set in a larger social and political context. 

Saunders takes the reader back to the turn of the previous century, a tiIne 
when railroads dOlninated the transportation industry. The public feared thf~ir 
power, and the ICC was designed to curtail that power, not to establish a com
prehensive national transporta tion policy. Despite the poor perfonnance of rail
roads during World War I and despite the growth of highway competition 
during the 1920s, neither the railroad industry nor its regulators could COlne to 
a decision on ways to preserve the weakest railroads in an oversatura ted trans
portation market. After World War It as weaker railroads began to succumb to 
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highway competition, and as the passenger lnarket evaporated, the anti-com
munist hysteria of the Cold War lneant that anything, even chaos, was prefer
able to the anathema of railroad nationalization. 

Mergers were the consistent result. Not carefully researched, plmuled con
solidations, but rather, haphazard and often ill-conceived agglomerations left 
strong railroads vulnerable and consigned weak railroads to extinction. Merged 
railroads rarely rationalized their facilities, reduced costs, or improved service. 
The ICC tried its best to impose some sort of order on the merger process but 
lacked the power to compel consolidation and could do little lllorc than halt 
the worst lllerger proposals. 

Like a rlulaway freight train, the nierger fiasco was hurtling toward the wreck 
of the Penn Central. Railroads in the Northeast (and the book concentrates on 
that region, although not to the exclusion of others) faced aging facilities, high 
tenninal costs/ short hauls, burdensonle conlmuter traffic, and excess competi
tion. The bankruptcies of several large northeastern railroads sent danger sig
nals that the ICC, the Congress, Wall Street, and the railroad industry all tried 
to ignore. Eventually, when the Inassive New York Central and the equally 
lllassive, and even I110re financially troubled, Pennsylvania Railroad sought to 
Inerge, everyone hoped against hope that, somehow, this would be the Iniracle 
that would save northeastern railroading. The NYC and the PRR had inCOln
patible Inanagerial cultures and operating systems, did little pre-merger plan
ning and had only the vaguest idea of the cost savings that ought to accrue 
from the merger. Nevertheless, most regulators and industry officials allowed 
the merger to proceed because anything was better than the collapse of the 
railroad network followed by the horror of nationalization. 

Predictably, the Penn Central collapsed within a few years of its inception. 
The book ends in 1970, perhaps the darkest hour of American railroading, be
fore Conrail, before the Staggers Act, and before the demise of the ICC. The 
PelUl Central disaster did not signal the end of railroad mergers, which in
cluded such lesser debacles as the Union Pacific-Southern Pacific merger. It 
would be unrealistic for Saunders to add post-1970 material to this already 
lengthy Volllll1e, leading one to wonder if such detailed explanations of all 
those consolidations (including the ones that never actually took place) are 
really necessary. Perhaps Saunders should consider a second vollune, in the 
same vein as Albro Martin's Enterprise Denied (1971) and Railroads Triumphant 
(1992). While Martin's books (particularly the second, which Saunders did not 
consult for this work) verge on pOleI11ics, Saunders is careful to present a llluch 
more balanced account. It is of interest that Merging Lines is a thorough revi
sion of the author's The Railroad Mergers arId the COltzing of Conrail (1978) which, 
Saunders admits, was too judgmental and biased, and lacked sufficient histori
cal perspective. 

Saunders has certainly corrected these earlier faults. While clearly someone 
who loves railroads, he is an astute enough historian to see their self-induced 
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problenis in a dispassionate maruler. He justly excoria tes railroad nlanagen1ent, 
although he has a tendency to divide managers into an "all good" category 
(particularly true of southern and western railroads) and an Iiall bad" category. 
His criticisn1 of SOine lnanagers, such as the achnittedly unpredictable Alfred 
Perhnan of the NYC, seems unjustly harsh. A few of the many (and generally 
superb) Inaps contain slight errors involving incorrectly labeled railroads. These 
minor criticisnlS aside, this book is superbly readable- relnarkable, perhaps, 
given its case-study approach and its focus on law, regulation, and public policy. 
Every railroad historian should read this for enjoyment and edification, and 
keep a copy handy for reference purposes. More generally, historians of the 
twentieth-century United States should appreciate this book's compelling les
sons for industrial policy and thE~ political economy. 

Albert Chure]]a 
Southern Polytechnic State llniversity 

Saints in Babylon: Morrnons and Las Vegas. By Kenric F. Ward. (Bloomington, 
Indiana: 1st Books Library, 2002) 

To outsiders, the idea of a thriving Mornlon population in Las Vegas may seenl 
itnprobable. After all, Las Vegas is supposed to be sin city. Howevel~ Morn10ns 
settled the area in the 1850s, and proxilnity to Utah and econonlic opportunity 
inspired 1110re to follow. Unfortunately, their presence has yet to attract a full
fledged study of how Las Vegas has affected and been affected by them. 

That need relnains, bu t Kenric Ward's Saints in Babylon: Monnons and Las 
Vegas is a step in that direction. "As a journalist, 1 wrote this book to chronicle 
a distinctively American story of an mnbitious church and an enterprising com~ 
Inunity/' he said. "As a Monnon, I hope to dispel at least sonle of the stereo
types about the motivations and influence of Las Vegas Latter-day Saints" (p. v). 
The result is a readable account of the church's role in southern Nevada, and 
some conclusjons and topics that might surprise a few readers. ·Ward addresses 
such issues as Mormons in gan1ing and politics, and how their actions relate to 
their religion. He also provides brief profiles of several church leaders. 

The key word, and probleln, is just that: brevity. This book is simply too 
short. It tells us too little about lnany of those it discusses, and about Las Vegas 
Mormons in general. That nwy not be Ward's fault; all books reflect the influ
ence of their editors and publishers. As in1portant as Monnons h,-~ve been to 
Las Vegas, it hardly seems possible to tell their story fully in 144 pages of nit~
diuni-sizcd print on small paper. For exan1ple, when Ward discusses Mormons 
in politics, he cannot devote enough attention to them as individuals and to 
public policy. When he delves jnto education, and the Monnons' long-stand-
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ing influence upon the Clark County School District, he lacks the space to dea1 
in detail with recent figures in that district and the accusations, occasionally 
voiced in public, that Mornl0n administrators favor fellow church members. 
Nor does he do nl0re than refer to relations between Mormons and other reli
gions; given the disproportionate nunlber of Jews in gaming, and the anlple 
research on the subject, this would have been worth considering. His coverage 
of North Las Vegas, where Mon11ons have been key political players and SOlne
tilnes fight one another viciously, is limited. And the book lacks foohlotes, end 
notes, and a list of interviewees. 

Whatever the space limitations, Ward can be blamed for three other prob
lerns that mar this book. The first is a poor bibliography. To attempt a history of 
Mormons in Las Vegas- or anything else in Las Vegas-without listing, among 
others, Eugene Moehring's Resort City in the Sunbelt as a reference is uncon
scionable. That and other useful works on Las Vegas might have kept Ward 
from stating, for example, that the southern part of N'evada moved toward a 
Southern California orientation by the end of the twentieth century; the two 
areas have been linked in inlportant ways since the nineteenth century. 

The second problern is an outgrowth of the first: errors. Joseph Smith was 
not "a fourteen-year-old farmboy" when he established the church (p. 1). Utah 
territory did not include much of present-day Arizona (p. 6). Non-Mormon 
historians have given more reasons for the collapse of the mission in the 1850s 
than a dispute between the leaders (1"'. 7). J. Ross Clark technically may have 
headed the railroad that built Las Vegas, but it was under the control of Senator 
Willianl Clark and the Union Pacific (1"'.21). Berkeley Bunker did return to po
litical office after losing his bid to stay in the United States Senate; he was elected 
to the House two years later, then tried to unseat the senator to whom he owed 
his first appointnlent- which Ward never discusses (p. 2H). To say UNLV is 
known more for its "hospitality" program than "acadenlic endeavorsl/ reveals 
an ignorance of its hotel college, especially when its garning institute receives 
attention fronl Ward because a Mormon rUllS it (p. 47). Howard Hughes'S pur
chase of the Desert Inn was not simply "spur-of-the-rnonlent," but involved 
negotiations and intermediaries (1"" 57). "Clark County Court" shou1d be dis
trict court (p. 60). Ward suggests that Harrah's moved its headquarters fronl 
Memphis to Las Vegas to "more easily tap the managerial skills of Southern 
Nevada's indigenous LDS population," but offers no support for the statenlent 
(1"'.64). George Swarts served on the Ganling Control Board in the 1970s, not 
just the 1980s (p. 171). Robert List served as governor from 1979 to 1983 (p. 75). 
If reelected, Kenny GUilUI would leave office in 2006, not 2008 (1"" 88). Supreme 
Court Justice Myron Leavitt's Mornlonism had less to do with political defeats 
in races for that job and for govenlor than did other factors (1"" 137). If the Clark 
County Health District evolved from Monnon-run to Jewish-run, he needs to 
discuss the people involved to prove his point (p. 137). 

The third problem relates to Ward's ideology- not religious, but political. 
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As his weekly column in the Las Vegas Review-Journal and his other writings 
demonstrate, he is conservative- indeed, right wing. That is his right, as an 
individual and a commentator, and in writing and interpreting history. When 
that colors his judgment, though, as it does in this book, the result damages his 
credibility, and thus the credibility of his book. In so brief a volume, it seems 
strange that he spends the better part of ten pages on three-term United States 
Sena tor Harry Reid-like Ward, a convert to Mornlonism. He notes Reid's vote 
as gaIning commission chairman to license Frank Sinatra and the singer's dal
liances with organized crime, but not that Reid opposed licenses for casino 
operators such as Frank Rosenthal and participated in shutting down several 
organized crime operations in the late 1970s and early 1980s, prompting a death 
threat. When Reid ran for lieutenant governor in 1970, he was ulong-haired 
and mod-dressing,'1 a statement suggesting an affinity for 1960s countercul
ture, which is laughable. On several occasions, he calls Reid "liberal/' which 
may be true according to a dictionary definition, but not in the way the word is 
now misused. Yet he says little about allegations of corruption against several 
other Mormon politicians, or conservative politicians wholn Mormons have 
supported. 

Ward tnade a good effort to tell the LDS story in Las Vegas. Whether it is 
historically accurate cannot be known for certain, of course, not only because 
of the lack of footnotes, but because Las Vegas does not easily surrender his
torical information. More than that, his factual errors and his desire to attack 
one Mon110n politician cheapen what could have been a better book. 

Michael Green 
Community College of Southern Nevada 

Metropolis in the Making: Los Angeles in th.e 1920s. Edited by Tom Sitton and 
William Deverell (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2001) 

Los Angeles jelled as a metropolis in the 1920s1 but there is as yet no compre
hensive and scholarly study of the period. In Metropolis in the Making, fifteen 
authors of previous monographic works bring together their findings in a col
lection of well-written and interesting essays, awakening readers to the rich 
conlplexity of this period of Los Angeles history. 

Several essays in the collection take a revisionist position. Where genera
tions of columnists and calumniators have lampooned L.A.'s flamboyant reli
gious and burial practices, Michael E. Engh, S.J., and Philip Goff bring religion 
down to earth by matching the variety and subdivisions of denominations with 
the diverse needs of the newcomers pouring into Los Angeles in this period. 
The marketing strategies of the Bible Institute of Los Angeles and Forest Lawn 
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Memorial Park targeted these uprooted consumers, as Goff and David Charles 
Sloane point out. 

Where textbooks and reformers have blalned individual and corporate pow
ers for ll1unicipal corruption, metropolitan growth patterns, and the idiosyn
cratic cultural institutions of Los Angeles, several of these essays posit a dis
persed and lilnited nature of power for this period. Greg Hise challenges the 
simple streetcar/real-estate explanation for L.A.'s suburban sprawl. He pro
poses a consensus among refornlers, industrial managers, boosters, and tract 
developers to locate factories on the outskirts along with affordable housing 
for their workers, a prolnising theory that nlight be confirmed by evidence of 
interlocking investm_ents alnong manufacturers and real estate interests. Hise 
also holds manufacturers responsible for racial segregation in industrial sub
urbs. Specific case studies lnight identify which tracts were industry-invested 
and racially restricted and what arrangements were Inade for minority worker 
housing. In the design and construction of Mulholland Highway, twenty-two 
miles long, civil engineers, largely free from the conflicting objectives of 
hOlneowners, boosters, and budgets, pursued professional priorities without 
having to sublnit to the normal compro111ise process. Matthew Roth concJudes 
that the independent aims of bureaucratic experts Inust be considered a sig
nificant ingredient of policy issues. 

In the political sector, TOlTI Sitton attempts to show, in an account of Mayor 
George E. Cryer and the 111achinations of his call1paign manager, Kent Parrot, 
that Los Angeles was not controlled by a business elite. But running through 
his account is the Los Angeles Tirnes, a newspaper enterprise so powerful that 
only an adroit and charismatic coalition broker like Parrot could hope to counter 
it. William Deverell, Hkewise, inadvertently reinforces our understanding of 
the power wielded by the Times in his look at an extremist group (the Better 
America Federation of Los Angeles) and an affiliated stalker fixated on perse
cuting liberal refornler BromJey Oxnam. In the corporate world, Steven J. Ross 
outlines his argulnent that Inotion picture moguls were restricted by concerns 
about censorship, the decisions of investment bankers, audience-development 
strategies, and anxieties about labor unionism. 

Thanks to the intransigence of the Times and the Merchants and Manufac
tluers Association, Los Angeles held out as a bastion of the open shop frOln the 
1890s through the 1940s. Two authors discuss labor organization efforts. Laurie 
Pintar chronicles working conditions in the film industry and the obstacles to 
effective union representation. A 1921 strike quickly failed in the face of the 
united stand of the major studios' managenlcnt, the Tinzes, and the Merchants 
and Manufacturers ABsociation. Mike Davis provides supporting data for 
the industrial decentralization described by Hise, here presented as a business 
tactic to thwart unionization. His article is marred by a poorly dOCtllnented 
but provocative digression on xenophobic eugenics promoted, he claitns, by 
national and local business leaders, land developers, and transportation and 
utilities managers. 
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In keeping with recent trends in scholarship, this book gives lllore attention 
to the working class and racial lllinorities than to the elite and cOlnfortable. 
Becky Nicolaides and Nancy Quam-Wickhanllook at working-class neighbor
hoods. Nicolaides believes tha t home and agricultural property ownership con
tributed to the economic and psychological security of Southgate residents. 
Quanl-Wickham provides scattered details of an industrial workers' culture 
which, she argues, replaced the selnirurallifestyle usually associated with sub~ 
urbs. Curiously, her photographs depict the laUer. Clark Davis investigates the 
lives of white-collar workers and the low pay and restricted economic mobil
ity of many- points brought honle by a close residential analysis. Douglas 
Flalnming and Douglas Monroy introduce intergenerational tensions in mi
nority culture fornlation.ln a look at the behind-the-scenes leadership struggles 
of a 1925 pageant mounted by and for African-Anlerican Angelenos, Flalnming 
celebrates the strength and leadership of black society in Los Angeles but leaves 
unresolved the tragedy of the spurned YOlulger leaders. Monroy finds elements 
of Mexican popular culture recreated in Los Angeles in the 1920s but indicates 
an unnleasured and growing trend among YOlmgsters to Americanize. 

Jules Tygie]'s introduction contrasts all this new scholarship to Carey 
McWilliams's 1946 Southern California: An Island on the Land. Over-all, the se
quence and grouping of contributions is sonlewhat mystifying, except for the 
cenletery finale. There is no single unifying theme, other than the time period 
and the single-city focus. But partly because the book contains unresolved con
tradictions and conflicting interpretations on issues such as working-class cul
ture, workplace restrictions, and the distribution of policy-making power; be
cause it defines neither the extent to which industries and workers were dis
persed to the city's outskirts nor the agents of such a policy; and because it 
touches on so many topics, Metropolis in the Making is an ilnportant book. It has 
the nlakings of a new appreciation for the region's social cOlllplexity and the 
inlportance of the 19208 to the city's structuring. The book raises serious ques~ 
tions about why Los Angeles developed spatially and politically as it did and, 
though directly addressed only by Engh, it stirs us to consider how these his
torical patterns continue to shape this imperfect but vibrant Inegalopolis today. 

Merry Ovnick 
Cal~fornia State University, Northridge 
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Bettirlg the Line: Sports Wagering in Anzerican Life. By Richard O. Davies and 
Richard G.Abram (Columbus: The Ohio State University Press l 2001) 

157 

Davies and Abram tell it like it was, and like it iSI and provide appropriate 
odds for how it will be. Particularly given the paucity of scholarly investiga~ 

hons of sports wagering, their work sets an excellent standard for others to 
follow. They read thoroughly the rather scant scholarly lnaterial having even 
the slightest bearing on sports betting as well as the nl0re abundant popular 
lnah:~rial appearing in publications such as Sports nl-ustrated and in national 
and local newspapers. Equally inlportant, they talked extensively w"ith people 
who have been intimately connected with sports wagering, including at least 
one who chose to use a pseudonym. Sports wagering is not a topic that Ivory 
Tower researchers should pursue. 

Davies and Abran1 begin their introductory chapter with quotes from John 
Findley's People of Chance and Ann Fabian's Card Sharps and Bucket Shops, which 
drive home the point that while risk taking has been almost universally lauded 
by Alnerica's political, social, and rcligious leaders, gambling has alnl0st as 
often been condemned as undcnnining the work ethic. As nl0re and more states 
over the past three decades have derived an ever larger portion of their rev
enues from lotteries and other fonns of legalized ganlbling, and even Las Ve
gas has become fan lily friendly in recent years, the guardians of Anlerica's lnoral 
values, mostly self-appointed, have focused their concerns, and SOlnetilnes their 
wrath, on sports betting. The struggle between those who provide lnillions of 
their fellow citizens with an opportunity-wager on a sporting event and those 
who fear that such behavior will underminc the purity of athletic contests is as 
exciting and hard fought as any NFL game. 

The authors, while providing sonle background on sports betting in eigh
teenth~and nineteenth-century America, focus on the twentieth century, espe
cially the post-World War II period. Recognizing that several factors, including 
increased leisure tinle and more disposable incolne, were responsible for the 
tremendous growth of sports betting, Davies and Abram identify the televi
sion that was in almost all American hOlnes by the mid 1950s as the pritnary 
force which transfornled wagering on sports events into a nlultibillion-dollar 
industry. The expansion of cable television into American living rOOlns further 
enhanced the delnand for athletic entertainment, which of course resulted in 
even more sports wagering. Every increase in the nU111ber of sports bettors 
prod uces more losers than winners, yet such ganlbling seelns to enhance the 
pleasure of viewing the athletic contest for most, and few are those who be
COl1le dangerously addicted to sports betting. 

After providing the big picture to readers in the introduction and first chap
ter, Davies and Abran1 discuss the bookies, the bettors, and the lnoralists largely 
within the context of scandals that have periodically rocked baseball, basket
ball, and football since the 1920s. They explain that as soon as organized basc-
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ball began fans were betting on virtually every aspect of what soon became the 
national pastime. The infamous Black Sox scandal of 1919 was an ahnost pre
dictable outcome of the relatively low salaries that team owners paid the play
ers and the fortunes that those able to fix the scores could realize. Acknowledg
ing that the complete story of this tragedy will never be known, the authors 
recount a Cook County trial that made a mockery of justice and discuss the 
recruitment by iinage-conscious owners of a baseball conlnlissioner, Kenesaw 
Mountain Landis, whose decision to banish several players from the ganle gave 
the appearance that the scandal was only a rare aberration. 

While much of Alnerican commerce stagnated during the Depression, Davies 
and Abranl make a convincing arglunent that few bookies were unelnployed. 
Broadcasters and sports columnists virtually deified the best athletes, and at
tendance at sporting events remained high during this tinle of economic hard
ship. Baseball and football pool cards lllade their appearance, and most of 
the quarter of a nlillion bookies invested increased time and talent in provid
ing baseball and football betting opportunities rather than focusing on horse
race betting. 

The econolnic boom following World War II brought both prosperity and 
government scrutiny for those who provided services to Ineet the rising de
nland for sports wagering. College basketball point-shavh1g scandals rocked 
the nation at about the same time that a Tennessee senator, Estes Kefauver, a 
Inan not averse to placing a bet on a horse race, enhanced his presidential nomi
nation prospects by conducting hearings across the country on organized criJne. 
Kefauver and his fellow senators focused on illegal gambling as the driving 
engine of organized crinle as well as on the concept of a shadowy conspiracy 
led by n10stly foreign-born Inen who controlled the activities of about twenty
five thousand bookies throughout America . The authors point out that gradu
ally through the 1950s this shadowy conspiracy took shape as the Mafia, even 
though ll1any of those who achieved great financial success by providing wa
gering opportunities had no connection wi th Sicily. 

As the llloralists demanded harsher penalties for those who presuJnably were 
undermining American values, and politicians periodically initiated investi
gations of wagering and other fornlS of organized crime, sports wagering con
tinued to be one of America's premier growth industries. While participation 
in horse-race betting all10ng the increasingly better educated under-forty crowd 
Inay have declined, wagering on such sports as football, basketball, and base
ball attracted the college educated not only as bettors but also as bookies and 
indeed as lines lllakers. The authors note the periodic scandals which focused 
on professional a thletes wagering on the outcome or point spread of sports con
tests. The commissioners of these professional leagues would usually mete ou t 
harsh punishment and denounce the bettors for their aberrant behavior, yet 
the reasonable hypothesis of Davies and Abram is that those caught were merely 
the unwise and unlucky among the many professional athletes who gambled. 
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One cannot write about sports wagering without giving some attention to 
Las Vegas, and the authors do so. After giving the n .ader some understanding 
of Nevada's propensity for depending on a single industry- first mining, then 
railroads, lllining again, and then for the past sixty years gaming- they dis~ 
cuss the turf clubs. These operations, often called sawdust rooms, functioned 
only on the margins of a boo1l1ing Las Vegas until 1974, when Nevada's Sena
tor Howard Cannon engineered legislation through the United States Congress, 
that reduced the federal tax on sports wagers fron110 percent to just 2 percent. 
Business im.lnediately picked up, and soon thereafter Nevada's gaming regu
lators we1colned a proposal by Lefty Rosenthal, yet another individual with a 
shady past whose entrepreneurial skills were Welc0111ed, at least initially. In a 
chapter titled "Setting the Vegas Line," the two University of Nevada, Reno, 
faculty members explain how three Las Vegas oddsmakers- first Jinlmy lIthe 
Greek" Snyder, then Bob MartinI and finally Roxie Roxborough- set betting 
lines on sports contests that captured national attention. 

In the concluding chapter and epilogue Davies and Abram discuss the ef
forts of the Inoralists to achieve passage of a federal law to make sports betting 
illegal. They note that the llloralists! with considerable support froln both 
the Christian Coalition and the National Collegiate Athletic Association, have 
organized a rather inlpressive campaign! with victory denied thenl partly be
cause of the wise legislative lnaneuverings of Nevada's senior senator, Harry 
Reid. It is clear that the authors would welcome the legalization and indeed 
the taxation and regulation Nevada style of all sports betting nationwide. 
Yet, ever the realists, they put the odds of that happening in the near future at 
15 to L 

The final contribution to bringing a greater understanding of the sports-bet
ting industry to even those readers wi th little or no experience in placing a 
legal or illegal wager is the authors' conllllendable appendix. This is a gem; 
indeed, one is well advised to read it before the rest of the book, and to read it 
again after enjoying the authors; insightful analysis of sports wagering. After 
explaining why the operators of sportsbooks have to work harder and smarter 
than the operators of race tracks, Davies and Abraln inform the reader as to 
just about every sort of sports bet available. Appropriately enough, they close 
by ren1inding the reader that, in spite of the great variety of sports-wagering 
opportunities, it is difficult to overconle the house's natural advantage. 

Alan Balboni 
Community College of Southern Nevada 
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The Hand I Played: A Poker Mern.oir. By David Spanier (Reno: University of 
Nevada Press, 2001) 

There is no shortage of books about playing poker. Th(;~re are biographies of 
fmTIous players, how-to books designed to improve a player's skill (about four 
hundred in UN·LV's library holdings, and probably just as many extant and 
uncollected), and even poker dictionaries (no less than three in the UN LV Gam
ing Studies Collection). So, on one level, it is easy to say that the last thing the 
world needs is another poker book. But Spanier's book both transcends genre, 
Tlla king poker stories interesting for those who don't play, and redefines what's 
already been written about poker by helping the reader see the lTIountains of 
poker books in a new light. As such, it is a book that everyone who studies 
gambling- or who wants to understand why people gamble~should read. 

he book's subtitle is particularly apt, as the reader is treated to an autobio
graphical account of Spanier's lifelong passion for gambling, beginning in his 
early school years with betting on horses and continuing on through Cam
bridge, where he first discovered poker. His description of the London poker 
scene of the 1960s is particularly vivid, as are his tales of the gam.es at Wash
ington's National Press Club, and his ten-year participation in a London IITues
day Night Game." And his account of a Caribbean poker cruise, on which he 
was a poker instructor, is a gem of a snapshot of the rituals and nlores of the 
poker subculture. 

Spanier's career as a journalist brought hiln around the world, and he re
counts nlany of his experiences, both as a correspondent and as a player. This 
alone makes The Hand 1 Played an interesting book. But Spanier is also able to 
make the lnind of the ga111bler intelligible to the nongambler. For example, 
when talking about the term actiofl (p. 51), Spanier notes that it means I'playing 
with chance, taking a challenge, the excitenlent of living in top gear. In gam
bling, this is the pay-off. In our routine urban lives, Inost of us are cogs in the 
wheel .... Gambling offers a fast way out . . . the player can give self-indul
gence a whirl, briefly cast responsibility aside, and fantasize about a brighter, 
richer, easier life." Of course, Spanier knows that these fantasies are usually 
illusory, but they still give ganlblcrs, II a little spoonful of hope, whkh, like honey, 
is pleasing while it lasts." This general sentiment has been voiced countless 
tilnes, but rarely this articulately~or with such self-knowledge. 

The chapter "Net Poker" is also valuable, not because it teaches the reader 
how to win at on-line poker or because it offers strong argu111ents for or against 
on-line ga111bling, but becausE~ it provides an account of the on-line poker in
dustry in its earliest years by sonleone who knows poker intimately. On-line 
galnbling may be a short-lived phenlHnenon or it may 111ature into a lasting . . 
industry, but future social scientists will be grateful for Spanier's thoughtful 
survey of the virtual poker world of the late 1990s. 
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Spanier also runs a quick historiographical ron1p through books on Las Ve
gas and gambling, giving his opinions on several works in the canon. Spanier's 
refined literary sensibilities temper his enthusiasm for gambling, so he is able 
to recognize that "it is easy to write about Las Vegas, as an abundance of bad 
journalism proves," (p. 209), but knows that it is difficult to catch the lightning 
of gambling excitelnent in a bottle. That Spanier is an arbiter of good and bad 
writings about Las Vegas may touch a nerve with some southern Nevadans 
who resent literary carpetbaggers who, after a weekend ill town, claim to inter
pret Las Vegas to the rest of the world. This is not a point without merit; many 
of the misleading books about Las Vegas have been written by outsiders. But 
Spanier is no outsider to ganlbling; his lifetinle romance with it qualifies 
him as an expert on the subject. But should his writings about Las Vegas 
be discounted because he is a carpetbagger? Absolutely not. While his views 
may not be the saIne as longtil.ne residents, they are those of an intelligent, 
articulate observer who can place the city in the context of a larger global 
gambling scene. 

The clin1ax of the book is Spanier's own participation in the 1997 poker World 
Championship, held at Binion's Horseshoe in Las Vegas. For poker aficiona
dos, this is the obvious equivalent of playing in any world chan1pionship. 
Though Spanier knew going in that he had about as much chance of winning 
as of bea ting Tiger Woods in golf, the honey spoon ful of hope still held out that 
tiniest chance, which was no doubt intoxicating. There are several accounts of 
the World Championship, but few from a perspective this close. 

In all, The Han.d T Played reads like an extended conversation one might have 
on a long car or plane ride with an inSightful, experienced gambler. A great 
deal of Spanier's personality shines through the narrative, so we get not only a 
look at how poker is played, but a look, sOll1etinles unconsciously, into the 
lnind of a player. This is all the more poignant because the book was published 
posthumously. But it is a testanlent to both Spanier and his editors that The 
Hand I Played is such a riveting work for both players and interested laypeople. 
A hint to the uninitiated- read the appendix, which explains the basics of Texas 
Hold 'Em, before starting on the book itself. It will add a great deal of depth to 
Spanier's accounts of games and hands, which otherwise may be impenetrable 
to nonplayers. Whether veterans of 111arathon poker sessions or merely people 
who simply don't understand the appeal of the ganle, readers of The Hand I 
Played will undoubtedly come away with a changed view of galnbling, chance, 
and poker. 

Dave Schwartz 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
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Bad Bet on the Bayou: The Rise of Gambling in Louisiana and the Fall of Governor 
Edwin Edwards. By Tyler Bridges (New York: Farrar, Straus, and Giroux, 
2001) 

No collection of fam~ous political bumper stickers is complete without the 
one that urged Louisianans in 1991 to V()TE FOR THE CROOK - IT'S IMPOR
TANT. The I'crook" was Edwin W. Edwards, who was seeking a record fourth 
tenn as the state's governor. His long career of populist politics and his legend
ary charnl provided Edwards a broad base of reliable support, but his prior 
adn1inistrations had been marred by a11egations of corruptionl graft, and 
cronyism. He'd been indictedl but not convictedl for bribery and extortion in 
his third term and was a t least widely suspected of the kind of corruption and 
old-fashioned self-serving political patronage that Tyler Bridges calls the Loui
siana Way in his new bookt Bad Bet on the Bayou: The Rise of Garnbling in Louisi
ana and the Fall (~f Governor Edwin Edwards (p. 32). 

It was Ilimportant" to vote for Edwards in 1991 because his opponent was 
David Duke, the infanl0us ultraconservative and former Ku Klux Klan Grand 
Wizard. Duke had held lesser public office in Louisiana for several years and 
cOlnmanded enough political and financial support to present a formidable 
challenge, but his overt racisln and political extremis111, not to Inention the na
tional press attention to his candidacy, caused the fonnation of a rare coalition 
of Louisiana Ininorities and bUSinesspeople detern1ined to defeat hin1. After 
inclllnbent conservative Buddy Roelner ran third in the pri111ary, the anti-Duke 
coalition had only one choice: to vote for the crook. 

By this time, Edwards was already a political legend in Louisiana, the nlod
ern heir to the legacy of the original Kingfish, Huey Long. The "Cajun King," 
as Bridges calls him (p. 233), was well known throughout Louisiana, but not 
just for his legal battles, graft, and corruption. Despite a 11 the problelns, Edwards 
remained an icon in the state and (;:~asily won back the hearts, if not the trust, of 
the voters. In a classic display of his bravado and wit, Edwards proclaimed just 
before the run-off election that the only way he could lose to Duke was to be 
Ilcaught in bed with a dead girl or a live boy" (p. 34). He was right, and he won 
the election easily, although 60 percent of the voters polled on election day still 
considered him a crook (p. 49). 

Well before Edwards's fourth term, the decline of the petrochemical indus
try had left the state of Louisiana with a devastating revenue shortage, and 
casino gaIning appeared the only hope of salvaging the state's econo)ny with
out substantially raising taxes and thereby risking political careers. Gatnbling 
was legalized in Louisiana while Roemer was still governor, but Roen1er had 
not yet licensed any casinos when his term ended. 

Edwards was known throughout Louisiana not only for his bravado and 
sexua I exploj ts but also for his love of high-stakes gambling, both at hOlne 
(in high-stakes poker gaInes at the governor's Inansion) and in Las Vegas 
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(primarily craps at Caesars Palace). Before the election in 1991, he was forced 
to answer concerns about his potential involvement with the casinos and vowed 
that he would not push for the licensing of any casinos or get involved in the 
process. As competition mounted among casino interests for the limited num
ber of licenses, however, he stood to personally appoint nearly every state of
ficer and board member responsible for the selection, licensing, and regulation 
of the new riverboat casinos. Many of Edwards's own friends, political allies, 
and even some family members began to profit frorn the new industry almost 
immediately by nleans of high-priced consulting contracts to wholesale sup
ply contracts. With the crook again at the helIn, it seemed a given that the fierce 
contest for the limited number of casino licenses would surely be decided by a 
rare showing of crooked political patronage and deal making. 

The four torrid years that followed are the primary subject of Tyler Bridges's 
chronicle. Bridges, who also wrote The Rise of David Duke (Jackson: University 
Press of Mississippi, 1995), is a career newspaper reporter who covered the 
gaming industry's early years in Louisiana from 1992 to 1996 for the Tirnes
Picayune in New Orleans. Bridges hilnself was a part of this story, not only as a 
lead reporter in New Orleans but as one of the most vocal opponents of legal
ized gaming at the time. Much of the action is described in great detail frorn his 
inside perspective, but for the most part he leaves himself out of the story. 

Bridges's accounts of the wild action are lively, thrilling, and SOlnetimes barely 
- -

believable, froln incredibly dirty political tricks to blatant po)jtical manipula-
tion. The book is thoroughly researched and, according to Bridges, reliably ac
cura te, yet it reads like best-selling fiction. Bridges successfully avoids news
print style, and claims to have applied a "higher than newspaper" standard to 
his research. The reports and opinions of the Tirnes-Picayune and some of its 
editors, however, seenl to playa larger than life role in the book, and the re
peated injections of the paper's "eloquent" opinions and "stunning" reports 
become tiresome interruptions to an otherwise intriguing and fast-paced tale. 

Bridges bills Bad Bet as the story of "when the nl0st corrupt industry came to 
our most corrupt state" (p. 6) . This is indicative of Bridges's opposition to le
ga lized gambling, which is evident throughou t the book, although he provides 
little other basis for his condemnation of the entire industry outside the hand
ful of bribery schemes uncovered in Louisiana in the mid 1990s. Most of th.ose 
schemes involved only local businessID.en and politicians or gaming outsiders 
such as Eddie DeBartolo/ Jr. 

Ganlbling, of course/ came to Louisiana long before Edwin Edwards was 
born. Tn fact, in the first third of Bad Bet Bridges recounts the growth of gam.
bling (and attendant political scandals) in the state from before the Louisiana 
Purchase. The post-Civil War state lottery ended in 1892 in what Bridges (still) 
calls the worst gaming scandal in the history of the United States (p.8). Former 
governors Huey and his son Earl Long, reputedly in cOlUlection with mob 
fanlilies/ stopped enforcement of the state's antigambling laws, and w'ere 
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involved thenlselves in a llunlber of ganlbling~related scandals, including fix
ing horse races. 

This brief but detailed and unique history provides a natural backdrop to 
Edwards's fourth terlll as governor, where he seeniS destined to carryon the 
sordid legacy of his predecessors. The means and malUler of his Inanipulation 
of the casino licensing process for his own benefit were astowlLimg and Bridges's 
account is riveting. From rigged committee votes to intimidating showdowns, 
the story is packed with suspense and thrills. 

But the centerpiece of Bad Bet is the final portion, in which Bridges describes 
the FBI's discovery, while investigating something unrelated, of a number of 
bribery and extortion plots by which Edwards and his fanlily and friends were 
receiving casino paYlnents during and after his final terni. The intricate sting 
operation tha t fina lly netted Ed wards and his cronies is detailed and provides 
a convincing case against the fon11cr governor. The FBI failed, howevel~ to keep 
the operation secret long enough to set Edwards up for a direct sting. Although 
the circlunstantial evidence against hinl was cOlnpelling, Edwards once again 
avoided being caught red-handed, leaving just E_nough doubt to nlake the trial 
interesting. Bridges, however, recounts the months-long trial only sUl1imarily 

Bad Bet's only substantive shortconling is that the story was not quite over, 
for Edwards had not quite fallen. Faced with a jury deadlocked by a lone hold
out for acquittal, the judge in Edwards's case removed the holdout and the 
relnaining jurors returned a full conviction a short time later. The renl0val of a 
juror, of course, is a serious nlatter in a criminal case, potentially violating a 
nlllnber of the defendant's constitutional rights, and thus provided Edwards 
an entirely plausible if not powerful argunlent for reversal of the conviction. In 
fact, the case drew the attention of constitutional scholar Alan Dershowitz, who 
appeared as Edwards's counsel in the pending appeal. 

Following the conviction, the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals ahnost instantly 
granted Edwards's request for bail pending appeal, so again he remained free. 
Bail pending appeal is not freely given in federal cases and the appellate court's 
early ruling in Edwards's favor suggested a very real chance of success in the 
appeal. The ruling surprised Bridges, who had already written an epjlogue for 
his book describing the day when Edwards finally entered prison. The epjsode 
was removed just in tillle for publication. In August 2002, however, the Fifth 
Circuit Court of Appeals rejected Edwards' appeal and upheld the convictions. 
As of September 19, howevel~ Edwards renlams free and publicly optimistic 
while he seeks a rehearing in the court of appeals. If the rehearing is denied, 
then the episode Bridges relnoved fronl his book will surely come to pass, and 
j f ]oca 1 predictions come true, Edwards will be running the penitentiary within 
a month. 

The book's jacket copy tells us that Bad Bet relates the "colllpelling story of 
Edwin Edwards and the lure of lucre that led to his downfall." The story is 
indeed compelling and fascinating, but little evidence or argument is provided 
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to establish the supposed causal link. Legalized gaming no doubt was on the 
rise as Louisiana turned to galning for economic salvation, but were these "mod
ern day carpetbaggers" (p. 258) the catalyst for Edwards!s (yet incomplete) 
denlise or merely the latest instrument of his lifelong vice? Edwin Edwards's 
ability and proclivity to Inanipulate the inner workings of state and local 
government to produce personal gain for himself and his family and allies is, 
according to Bridges! his tragic flaw. But if the entry of legalized casino ganling 
into Louisiana was, in Bridges's analogy, throwing gasoline onto a flame, then, 
following the analogy, can either the flame or the fuel alone be blalned for the 
resulting disaster, or does the responsibility lie with whonl.ever put them to
gether? The bad bet in Bridges's view, was the decision of the Louisiana voters 
to legalize casino ganlbling. The same voters, of course! elected Edwards. In 
proper casino lingo! the book nlight 11lore appropriately be titled Bad Parlay on 
the Bayo·u. 

One cannot safely argue that David Duke would have done the state of 
Louisiana more good as its governor, but it is tolerance for political corruption, 
if not the open expectation of it, that fuels its perpetuation in Louisiana . In 
most states a bUlnpcr sticker depicting a candidate as a crook would result in a 
defamation suit; in Louisiana, a landslide victory. To his credit, Bridges does 
not contend tha t renloving the casinos would end Louisiana's political corrup
tion. 'IUltimately," he concludes, lithe state will have to shed its affinity for 
practicing the Louisiana Way" (p. 375). 

Bad Bet is thoroughly notated and indexed and contains a few classic 
photos. 

William B. Werner 
William. F. Harrah College of Hotel Administration, 

University of Nevada, Las Vegas 

The Money and the Po'wer: Th.e Making of Las Vegas and its Hold on America, 1947-
2000. By Sally Denton and Roger Morris (New York: AlfredA. Knopf, 2001) 

Sally Denton, a fornler investigative journalist with The New York Times and 
the Washington Post (as well as a third-generation Nevadan), and her husband, 
Roger Morris, a senior staff member at the National Security Agency during 
the Jolulson and Nixon administrations and author of the highly respected Ri
chard Milhous Nixon (1989) have collaborated on The Money and the PO'U.Jer to 
produce (in the authors' words) /Ian account of the rise of Las Vegas and its 
significance today and what that incomparable yet emblematic place reveals 
about the reality of America over the last half of the twentieth century" (p. 11). 
In this lengthy and thoroughly researched look at the underside of the recent 
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history of Las Vegas, the elnphasis is Inore on the historical involvelnent of the 
United States with government corruption, organized crime, and the illicit nar
cotics trade than it is about the lives of 1.4 million southern Nevadans who 
reside in the most rapidly growing region in the nation. Given the urban dy
nalllics involved in this 11lassive human llligration, the authors might have 
devoted more attention to the city's continuing appeal as a destination among 
Americans and to examining what the experience of living in Las Vegas is like 
for ordinary citizens. When they do briefly sketch contemporary life in Las 
Vegas, their observations are quite accurate, particularly when they highlight 
the region's substandard social infrastructure, which leads to somc of the un
healthiest quali ty-of-life indicators among lnajor cities. Such a sustained ac
count would have offered a less one-sided and lnore evenly balanced view of 
what the authors label" America's first city of the twenty-first century" (p. 11). 

Instead, the authors begin by providing relatively brief biographical sketches 
of S0111e of the key actors to which they repeatedly refer as they weave intrigu
ing, if not altogether convincing, accounts of crime, corruption, and scandal in 
the sunbelt's most heavily visi ted tourist destination. Gi yen the copious amount 
of material currently available on Las Vegas, as well as on organized crime 
generally, the authors' biographical profiles of Meyer Lansky, Bugsy Siegel, 
and Estes Kefauver are too fanliliar and predictable. Many readers, even among 
those with only a lninimal knowledge of the history of Las Vegas and orga
nized crinlC, will find little that is original in the pages of Mo'ney and Po'wer. As 
Denton has noted in an interview with Publishers Weekly (284:9 [26 February 
2001L 69), all of the information in the book is in the public donlain- "there are 
no secret dOClllnents in the book." The authors do, however, present a persua
sive argument that several of the key actors in the city's ascendancy, such as 
Hank Greenspun and Estes Kefauver, among others, had both the potential 
and the opportunity to carve a different path for the future of Las Vegas- if 
they too had not been caught up in the seamy world of galnblers, gangsters, 
and corrupt politics. 

Methodologically, the book is reminiscent of Harvard psychologist Stanley 
Milgranl's "small world problem" and the experiments that he used to investi
gate alienation and cOlmectedness, the subjects of an inlportant academic de
bate in the 1960s. In response to the prevailing idea that modern society is be~ 
coming 1110re discomlected, Milgrall1 determined that it took just six individu
als for someone living in Massachusetts to receive a letter D1ailed froln an un
known correspondent in Nebraska; his conclusion was that in contrast to popu
lar thought, we are actually closely-knit and bound together in an intricate 
social fabric (the origin of the popular expression I'six degrees of separation"). 
It is the underlying prell1ise of association contained within this concept that 
a l10ws the authors of Money [rnd Pouxr to draw together nearly every presi
dent, every major underworld figure, every corrupt politician, and every nar
cotics s111uggler into one organized, overarching Syndicate with its nexus in 
Las Vegas. 
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If there had been new documentation here, the authors' effort to portray the 
popular tourist destination as America's criminal city-state, and "shadow capi
tal/' would likely resonate with readers. Instead, tracing when and which gang
sters were associated with which politicians, who in turn were involved with 
each vignette explored in the book, becomes a tedious exercise. The authors 
use the six degrees of separation approach to explain the shared Las Vegas 
comlection of the assassinations of President JOlul F. Kelmedy and Robert F. 
Kennedy! and the ways in which Presidents Johnson! Nixon, Reagan! and 
Clinton each benefited from the city's money and power. Moreover! through 
their lens, Las Vegas is key to understanding not only recent presidencies! but 
many of the niajor scandals that came to characterize each of them: Kennedy 
and the Bay of Pigs, Nixon and Watergate! Reagan and Iran-Contra. In each 
episode, as the title implies, Las Vegas is cast not only as the conduit for the 
cash that Inade these seedy operations possible! but as an important source for 
funds as organized crime greased the 'wheels of a corrupt political systelTI with 
drug money laundered oversees. 

In their unrelenting attelnpt to create an ilnage of Las Vegas as emblematic 
of larger trends in American life- nalnely, as they see it, the widening scope of 
political corruption and the influence of international organized crime- the 
authors suggest that the life of everyone fronl Kit Carson to Ronald Reagan has 
mirrored the evolution of the city. Along the way, the authors not only 
uncritically accept the claims of organized crime figures, but also exaggerate 
them and their implications for the rest of the nation. In the end/ almost no 
tilue js spent on the past decade of Las Vegas's history, a time when both its 
man-made and social environment have undergone profound change. And 
while most observers point to the increasing public ownership of megaresorts 
in Las Vegas as evidence of the growing ditninution of organized crime in the 
city, Denton and Morris inlply that only their role has changed- in their view, 
the desert llletropolis is increasingly becoming the preferred playground for 
international money~lalmdering crime syndicates. 

Robert E. Parker 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
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Murder in Sin. City: The Death of a Las Vt!.ga.s Casino Boss. By Jeff German (New 
York: Avon Books, 20Cn) 

Quicksilver. The Ted Binion Murder Case. By John L. Slnith and Jeff Scheid (Las 
Vegas: Huntington Press, 20(1) 

An Early Grave: A True Story of Love, Deceit, and M'urder in the American Desert. 
By Gary C. King (New York: St. Martin's, 2001) 

Death in the Desert: The Ted Binion Homicide Case. By Cathy Scott (New York: 1 st 
Books Library, 2000) 

The long-held Anlerican fascination with lTI1Uder seenled to peak during 
the last decade of thE~ twentieth century. From Lyle and Erik Menendez, ac
cused of killing their parents in Beverly Hills, California, to the Inysterious 
death of six-year-old beauty pageant princess JonBenet Ramsey in Boulder, 
Colorado, the nation was transfjxed by the twists and turns of true-life who
dlulits that Agatha Christie couldn't have dreamed up. A new cable channel, 
Court TV,was created to provide live coverage of high-profile murder trials. 
The granddaddy of murder circuses in the 1990s, the double-holllicide case 
against football legend O. J. Simpson, had tens of millions glued to their televi
sion sets for Inonths as the trial unfolded. 

Another 11lurder case that gained national attention during this period oc
curred in Las Vegas, Nevada, a natural setting for an elaborate Inelodrama in
volving sex, drugs, and big Inoney. In addition to generating daily television 
coverage locally and nationally, with tabloid TV host Geraldo Rivera provid
ing color commentary each weeknight, the case spawned four books. 

And yet, when Ted Binion, son of Las Vegas gambling legend BelUl.Y Binion, 
died on Septelnber 17, 199H, few could have predicted the tlunultuous two
year legal battle that tragic event would set in motion. At first, lnany people, 
including police investigators, thought Binion had died of a drug overdose. He 
was a well-known heroin abusel~ so such an outcome would not have been a 
surprise to those close to hilll. And while a Binion overdose was big news, if 
that had been the long and short of the story, it would have ended with the 
sorrowfu 1 funeral. 

But it soon became clear to falnily Inelnbers and Binion's lawyers that there 
was lllore intrigue behind his death that deserved scrutiny. As private investi
gators and police detectives began probing deepel~ eventually concluding that 
Binion had been nl.urdered by his live-in lover Sandra Murphy, and her secret 
boyfriend, Rick Tabish, his death turned into the top news story in Las Vegas 
for two years running. 

Jeff Gerlllan was the first journalist to jump on the story. In part because of 
previous relationships with key figures in and associated with the Binion fam
il y~ the veteran La.s Vt~gas Sun. reporter/columnist gained exclusive access to 
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new developl11cnts in the case as it unfolded. While some criticized his relent
less coverage as overly pro-prosecution, in the end German proved to be on 
the right side. The trial of Murphy and Tabish revealed strong evidence that 
they had plotted to kill Binion and steal his riches. They are both in prison 
today, and although appeals are pending in the courts, both have been sen
tenced to more than twenty years behind bars. 

Gerl11an, then, was an obvious choice to write a book about the Binion mur
der case. Although German had never wri tten a book before, he knew 1110re 
about the case and had better sources than any other journalist. His book, Mur
der in Sin City, turned out to be the best of the lot. It's a tightly written, conlpre
hensive, well-sourced rendering of the case, chronicling everything from 
Binion's colorful life to the events leading up to and following his death. And 
while the book lacks foohl0tes and a bibliography of his source lna terials, the 
text itself Inakes clear where Gernlan obtained much of his information. 

The book makes such a strong case that Tabish and Murphy killed Binion 
that one wonders, in hindsight, how there could have been so much doubt in 
the first fe'w n10n ths after his death. Gerll1an does a thorough job of explaining 
that Murphy and Tabish both had significant police records- they weren't your 
typical ll1idd1c-c1ass do-gooders- and describes in detail Tabish's Inounting 
financial debts. In addition, he explains how Binion and Murphy's relation
ship was deteriorating rapjdly in the days before he was killed. Just a day be
fore his death, Binion had called his attorney and told hiln to take Murphy out 
of his will. 

PrOlnotional materials for Murder in Sin City touted several new pieces of 
infornlation Gerll1an unveils for the first time in the book But little of the new 
luaterial is all that ilnportant other than to fill a few minor gaps in the narra
tive. The absence of a tnajor new revelation, however, does not diminish the 
book's value. 

Gary C. King's An Early Grave is very sinlilar to German's book. King, a 
veteran writer for True DetectilJe ll1agazine and author of several true-crinle 
paperbacks, is clearly at hOllle with the police procedural aspects of the Binion 
case. Conveniently, he had moved to Las Vegas just three years before Binion 
was tnurdered. 

Like Cennan, King follows the case through the eyes of the investigators. 
This gives the book a strong narrative flow- King's a tu1ented story teller
though the book bogs down in places thanks to his penchant for quoting long 
passages frol11 police interviews and court docull1ents. King's book also suffers 
from an extrenlely weak photo section. Most of the photos of buildings and 
signs were taken by King hinlself, and reflect an amateues inability to find 
interesting ways to shoot static subjects. The photos in Gennan's book, lllost 
taken by Las Vt~gas SUfI photographers, are significantly better. 

Quicksilver, written by another veteran Las Vegas journalist, the Las Vegas 
RevieuJ-Journal colunlnist Joh]) L. Slnith, does not contain the depth of detail of 
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the books by German and King. But it never was intended to be comprehen
sive. The book is 200 pages long, with Slnith covering the entire case in a fast
paced 58 pages- the equivalent of a long magazine article. The remainder of 
the book is a collection of 250 photographs by Jeff Scheid. The photographs are 
mostly from the trial, and are accompanied by detailed captions and excerpts 
from columns Smith filed during the trial. Scheid/s photos are excellent, giving 
the straightforward journabstic narrative an emotional texture. He captures all 
the key moments in the trial and presents them chronologically, giving the pack
age a documentary feel. 

The final entry in the Binion book sweepstakes actually came out first. Cathy 
Scott's Death in the Desert/ is/ essentially, self-published. Although printed by 
First Books Library out of New York, it came into being with almost no editing 
assistance, and that drawback really shows. Scott, a former Las Vegas Sun re
porter and freelance writer, falters early in her Binion book when she confuses 
eras while quoting Mark Twain. Scott somehow suggests that Twain was around 
to wjtness what life was like in Las Vegas during the early 1950s: II About the 
time Benny Binion opened the Horseshoe Club, Mark Twain ventured into the 
Silver State and into Vegas. In his book Roughing It/ he described those inhabit
ing Las Vegas as "the lawyer, the editor, the banker, the chief desperado, the 
chief gambler." This is by far the biggest Inistake- the book also is littered with 
typos and grammatical errors- but Death in the Desert over-all has the feel of 
being hurried and u 1trustworthy. The one bit of interest Scott generates is that 
she's the only one of the four authors to take seriously the defense claims of 
innocence, and to explore potential alternative scenarios for Binion's murder. 

If one is looking for a book on the Binion murder to offer some kind of con
textual analysis of what the case says about Las Vegas and its unique position 
in American culture, or about the nature of greed at the end of the twentieth 
century, it's still to be written. None of these writers attempts this sort of liter
ary or academic exercise along the lines of Truman Capote/s masterful In Cold 
Blood. They provide the facts and faces and let you decide for yourself what it 
a111neans. 

Geoff Schumacher 
Editor/ Las Vegas Mercury 
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Origins of the Nevada Test Site. By Terrence R. Fehner and EG. Gosling (Wash
ington, D.C.: U.s. Department of Energy, History Division, 2001) 

Nevada's history is inextricably tied to the legacy of nuclear weaponry. The 
emotions aroused by hundreds of tests (i.e., 100 atmospheriC and 804 under
ground) at the Nevada Test Site have been the subject of numerous works 
including Carole Gallagher's American Ground Zero, Peter Goin's Nuclear Land
scapes and A. Constandina Titus's Bo·mbs in the Backyard. These classics reflect 
wider cu 1 tural views abou t societal issues involving radia tion; environmental 
degradation, public health and safety, politics, and more. Origins of the Nevada 
Test Site, on the other hand, is much Inore of a cultural history of the site. The 
opening preface sets the tone for the book in a blow-by-blow description of the 
Able Shot, on January 27, 1951. The authors convey a sense of excitelnent with 
foreboding as the testing personnel on the ground in Nevada feverishly at
tended to last-minute preparations. 

The book then begins with an introductory chapter outlining the prehistory 
and early history of the area. Prominence is given to the expansion of mining 
in Nevada and its effect on the regional economy. Chapter 2 provides a back
drop for the development of the nuclear age. Significant persons such as Albert 
Einstein, President Franklin D. Roosevelt, and Glen Seaborg are highlighted 
for their roles. The Oak Ridge, Hanford, and Los Alamos facilities are refer
enced to segue into a short description of Trinity, the first test of a nuclear de
vice detonated on July 16, 1945. The chapter concludes with the role of atomic 
weapons in the end of World War II and the begilu1ing of the Cold War. 

The next three chapters are devoted to the establishment of the Nevada Test 
Site and the first test series, called Operation Ranger. Significant persons are 
described again, but with an increased emphasis on the political climate. Local 
reaction is teased out of newspaper accounts and reflects the prevailing mood 
of acceptance. The highlight of these three chapters, however, is the early pho
tographs of the test site. The authors obtained great images of the first control 
point, instrumentation bunkers, targets, and mushroom clouds. 

The final chapter jumps ahead to the present to look at the legacy of the 
Nevada Test Site. Short shrift is given to the in-betwe "'n history, barely men
tioning the Limited Test Ban Treaty (balu1ing atmospheric testing), the Plow
share Program (peaceful uses for nuclear bombs), and nuclear rocket develop
ment (the beginnings of the Space Race). This should not, however, be seen as 
a weakness in the book as each of these topics is much too large for this type of 
publication. Rather, the authors use these as stepping-stones to arrive at their 
conclusion that the Nevada Test Site is to be viewed as a victory site for its role 
in winning the Cold War. 

Many may disagree with the authors' conclusion but I have advocated a 
similar position in rny own work. Indeed, when we review the twentieth cen
tury we find that the mushroom cloud is likely the most important defining 
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symbol. The one that is best remembered is the one that rose over HiroshiIna. 
Yet, Hiroshilna today is a thriving city that boasts itself as a tourist destination. 
Thus, it is the test sites of the world that provide us with the battlefields of the 
Cold War and, by proxy, the Nevada Test Site that represents victory for the 
United Sta tes. 

Over-all, T have to congratulate the authors on this work. The book was writ
ten as part of the fiftieth aluliversary cOl1lmernoration of the test site and de
signed to be a coffee-table book for a lay audience. 1 believe they achieved this 
without compromising historical integrity. 

William Gray Johnson 
Desert Research Institute-Las Vegas 

Brothel: M'ustang Ranch and Its Women. By Alexa Albert (New York: Random 
House, 2001.) 

Sex makes even the driest of research sexy. So it is not surprising that Harvard 
medical student Alexa Albert, who entered the largest of Nevada's brothels to 
do research on condom use, gave in to the temptation to write the stories of the 
women and nlen she Inet there. Her book is a rare look at the inside culture of 
one of Nevada's l1l0stnotorious but formative institutions, the Mustang Ranch. 

The book is a series of stories about Albert's seven months at the Mustang 
Ranch and its Sl1lal1er sister brothel, the Mustang II. Brothels are a contradic
tory and intriguing business, so much a par.t of Nevada's mining history while 
at the same til1le si tting on the cusp of li10dern attitudes about gE~nder and 
sexuality. The accounts Albert writes are contradictory as well, stories both of 
antagoniS1l1S anlong the WOlnen, Inen, and custonlers who surround the brothel, 
and of profound emotional attachnlents. She spends some tilne on the history 
and politics of the brothels, but her focus is on the hearts and struggles of the 
people who work in the nl0st stigmatized industry in the world. 

In ·writing the details of her shocks and surprises, she both reproduces our 
inlages and confronts their contradictions. She tells stories of customers falling 
in love wi th the women, and vice versa. The nlen seelned to have more prob
!cnls with the line between love and paid sex than did the prostitutes. Accounts 
of who gets hired, relations among the WOl1lcn, the lives of bartenders, and 
even the internet cult of customers are all related through series of si1l1ply 
told stories. 

It is Albert's /I in the brothel but not of i til that lnakes for the best stories in the 
book. Albert's curiosity drives her to struggle with the questions about these 
quintessential bad girls that all the so-called good girls want to know. How do 
they reconcile sex with custOl1lcrs with sex with loved ones? What are they 
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really selling? Werc the moans coming from the next room genuine pleasure? 
How did the women get into the business, a question that is really just a thinly 
veiled version of "are they all that different from me?" nlis perspective sheds 
an interesting girl-like awe to, for exall1ple, the stories of being invited to watch 
not one, but two "business transactions." 

However, over~all the book was disappointing. Succumbjng to the desire to 
sell to the broadest audience, Albert rationalizes instead of providing useful 
infornlation. The book relies entircly on reconstructed conversations and anec
dotes. Even thc little specific information she does provide is haphazard. In 
addressing an oft asked question about prostitu tes' backgrounds, she avoids 
hard facts: "No easy fonnula fit the women I met in Nevada brothels ... . While 
some of the prostitutes T 111Ct came froll1 lower-income families, many grew up 
well-to-do. Some of the WOll1en came from broken hOlnes with absent fathers, 
some had mothers who had prostituted themselves, but lnany grew up in in
tact, functional, two-parent households " (p. 71). Her discussions of the history 
and politics of the brothels cite no sources, but sound a great deal like they 
COll1e solely from the recollections of brothel lobbyist George Flint. Albert speaks 
as if the Mustang were representative of all brothels, which is unlikely as most 
brothels employ fewer than six or seven WOl1lcn. As a scholar herself, she could 
have been expected to show more deference to the tilne-honored academic prac
tices of citing sources, contextualizing information, discussing her methods, or 
even talking about how she dealt with informed consent. Compared to her 
cffective, but dry, article on condom use alnong female cOlllmercial sex work
ers (American Journal of Public Health, 85:11 [1995], 1514-20), this book seenlS 
little more useful than a grocery store romance novel. 

Nevada has a unique and potentially instructive approach to what may be 
the right policy toward the peremlial probleills associated with prostitution. 
Albert had a rare opportunity to spcak to that debate. Instead, she makes hard 
assertions like IIPolitically, I thought prostitution degraded all women. But 
Nevada brothels were far less repugnant than I expected" (p. 32). To be sure, 
she goes on to say brothels "appeared to be clean, legitimate workplaces, and 
the women were not shackled hostages but self-aware professionals there of 
their own free will" (ibid.). She could have taken an even stronger stand. In
stead, she says, "For a long time I debated inwardly the question of which 
model of prostitution seell1ed most palatable" (p. 67), then never tells us what 
she decided. 

To be fair, it wasn't her goal to affect policy. Her goal was simply to "re
awaken readers to their humanity" (p. 33). That is extrelnely important. But 
that's all the few recent books about Nevada's brothels seem to do. We need 
to rigorously analyze brothels as businesses, and talk sedously about what 
prostitutes do, labor conditions, and workplace safety. TIlen we can move to 
the debate about the politics of gender and sexuality and the regulation of 
prostitution. 
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Albert does provide a glimpse into the heart and struggles of the women 
who work in the most stigmatized profession in the world. I agree with Albert's 
main point. Regardless of what you think about the job, the women deserve 
our respect. 

Barb Brents 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 

Doing the Town: The Rise of Urban Tourism in the United States, 1850-1915. By 
Catherine Cocks (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2001) 

In this significant study based on her dissertation, Catherine Cocks argues 
persuasively for the importance of urban tourism in the ·United States during 
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Cocks shows that the emerg
ing tourism in cities, if not as important as other forms of tourism in the nation 
at that tilne, helped change how SOine Americans spent their growing anl0unts 
of leisure ti111e. More than that- and this point may be the major contribution 
of this book- Cocks analyzes intersections between developnlents in nascent 
urban tourism and alterations in American culture. Deeply influenced by the 
work of Roland Marchand, Cocks adopts a broad cultural approach in her study 
of urban tourism. At the outset of her work Cocks observes that the Ilpractice 
of urban tourisnl was an i111portant sign of and contributor to the erosion of a 
Victorian, 'refined' understanding of class, gender, and ethnicity and the gradual 
emergence of a cosmopolitan, commercial conceptualization of these social re
lations in the early twentieth century"; and throughout the book Cocks dis
cusses changes in "urban space, leisure, and commercialization" (pp. 1-2). 

In her first three chapters, Cocks exanlines social and economic changes oc
cUlTing in the United States that allowed urban tourism to develop. She begins 
by discussing why mid-nineteenth-century cities were not amenable to tour
ism: Lacking much in the way of history, art, or spectacle, the cities did not fit 
in with prevailing romantic views of travel and tourisni. Then, too, poor trans
portation facilities and a dearth of appropriate hotels held back touristic-re
lated developments. After about 1850, this disnlal situation changed. Cocks 
chronicles improvements in transportation and accommodations that spurred 
the growth of urban tourism. Comfortable, extra-fare railroad cars (Cocks of
fers a particularly valuable description of what Pullman cars meant to trav~l
ers) and luxurious, big-city hotels devoted to tourists (Cocks presents cogent 
arguments about how divisions between public and private spaces in these 
hotels appealed to women) were especially important. So were changes in cul
tural norms. "The waning importance of refinement," Cocks writes,"signaled 
an important shift in the spatial ideals of well-to-do Americans, one that opened 
up the possibility of urban tourism" (p. 41). 
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In three additional chapters! Cocks describes how cities took advantage of 
the possibilities for tourism and how! in turn, tourism had impacts on those 
cities. From the 1890s, organized tour companies and city businessmen's orga
nizations actively sought to attract tourists. Then, too, as they began to ma
ture/ American cities, elnbellished by parks and city-beautiful movements and 
often adorned by world's fairs, had more to offer travelers. Changing concep
tions of what touriSln should be, and especially that it need not be a spiritually 
uplifting experience, also aided the spread of urban tourism. As urban touriSln 
caught on, the growing number of tourists, Cocks shows, began to affect the 
nature of the cities they visited. Like sonte reforms of the Progressive-Era! tour
ist developments aimed at creating social1y harmonious cities. "Organized city 
tours/' Cocks notes, "also promised to restore the vital sense of community 
that the nation/s sprawling cities had lost but on a new! modern basis that tran
scended older, parochial loyalties"; indeed, she concludes that the "spatial prac
tice of tourism prolnised to weave the many fragments of the city together!1 (p. 
144). At the same time, however, the discovery of "picturesque" ethnic and 
ilnmigrant groups in cities and the development of sh .. l1nming tours through 
their comluunities brought some recognition of urban diversity to tourism. 

Cocks has written an important book. She reveals much about a neglected 
aspect of the history of tourism in the United States. More than thaC she uses 
her exam.ination of tourism as a window through which to observe social and 
cultural changes occurring throughout the nation. Generally well researched 
in a variety of written and visual sources, and capably written and organized, 
Doing the Town should appeal to scholars in a number of fields. Well-chosen 
illustrations fully integrated into the text and extensive endnotes enhance the 
value of the study. Yet, the book/s strengths are also its weaknesses. While read
ers will learn a great deal about social and cultural change in America (with 
occasionally a bit too lnuch jargon for my taste), important questions about 
tourism are sometimes slighted. Cocks notes! for example, that "urban tourism 
was in its infancy in the early twentieth century" and "never surpassed the 
popularity of rural resorts" (p. 144). She never, however! provides hard esti
mates of how many urban tourists there were or of just how important urban 
tourism was compared to other competing fonns of tourism. Then, too, Cocks 
never fully takes readers into the minds of tourists. She comes close through 
her examinations of guidebooks and similar materials, but she does not com
pletely succeed in discussing what tourism meant to tourists. These are minor 
criticislns. Doing the Tou.m is valuable both for its own findings and for suggest
ing new directions for future studies: It is a book with which to reckon. 

Mansel G. Blackford 
Ohio State University 
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Seeing and Being Seen: Tourism in the Arnerican West . Edited by David M. Wrobel 
and Patrick T. Long (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 2001) 

Devil's Bargai-ns: Tourism in the Twentieth-Century West. By Hal K. Rothtnan 
(Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1998) 

The result of a 1997 conference at the Center of the Atnerican West at the 
University of Colorado at Boulder, Seeing and Being Seen does not attempt to 
offer the fina.l word on tourisnl in the American West. Rather, its authors open 
a genre-bending dialogue, and suggest the basis for a deeper exploration of the 
complex nexuses among tourism, econolny, culture, and identity. As co-editor 
David Wrobel writes, "[tourismt like 'work,' is a part of everyday life in much 
of the modern West, and we need to nlove beyond the 'visited as victims' model 
in studying the 'toured upon,' just as we need to move beyond the authentic
ity-artificiality paradigm in studying tourists" (p. 21). 

Drawn from various acadenlic disciplines and the historical staff of the Na
tional Park Service, Inany contributors to this outstanding volume echo Wrobel's 
request for greater enlpathy for those who promote and those who partake in 
tourisn1. In the opening essay of the section entitled "Perspectives," Patricia 
Nelson Limerick rem.inds the readers to consider lithe class differences within 
the unit we call tourists" (p. 40). Like Wrobet she observes that scholars risk 
adopting the elitism of early twentieth-century critics who disdained the de~ 
mocratization of travel by failing to acknowledge that they appreciate the same 
cOInfort and convenience sought by modern tourists. Like co-editor Patrick T. 
Long, Lilnerick imagines a more innovative tourism as the way to stabilize 
local economies devastated by the decline in th.e region's extractive industries. 
Long optimistically adds that the rural West can experience revitalization when 
tourism is fully integrated into a ctnnmunity's economic and social fabric. A 
member of Colorado's business faculty, Long discusses the supply side and 
demand side of tourism for small cOlllmunities, concluding that "successful 
and sustainable tourisnl devcloplnent in rural settings depends on the syner
gistic relationship of effective leadership, thoughtful platUling, and competent 
technical assistance'! (p. 88). 

The book's second section, IIProcesses," provides case studies, retninding us 
that while certain visitors experienced the openness and freedOln of the West, 
tourist promotions often involved the objectification of the ethnic Other. Mar
guerite S. Shaffer notes that while many white upper-and lniddle-class Ameri
cans responded to the See America First campaign, their experiences reflected 
their concerns rather than the promoters' interests. Anxious about the implica
tions of a modernizing, urban, industrial nation, they sought and celebrated 
the lost ilnage of small-town America sonlehow captured in a mythic West. 
The only contributor to significantly address gender, Shaffer concludes that 
women who participated in cross-country travel found that it allowed thenl to 
cast off social conventions. 
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While Shaffer's female automobilers found their experiences liberating, the 
Indians and Hispanos depicted in the Fred Harvey company's promotions and 
in the art of the Taos COlnn1.Unity, respectively! frequently suffered the diminu
tion of their cultures. Literary scholar Leah Dilworth describes the complicated 
images of Indian don1.estic life, artisan skills, and rihlals offered by the Harvey 
COlnpany for railroad travelers. "The spectacle of these 'good Indians' amOlu1.ted 
to a premodern, edenic fantasy; they seenled to represent a time before moder
nity and all of its attendant problenis" (p. 153). At the same time, "bad-Indi
ans" ilnagery confinned the iJll111utability of their prilTIitiveness and justified 
their dispossession. Silnilarly, anthropologist Sylvia Rodrjguez posits that tour
iSlll in Taos involved the cOlllmodification of ethnic symbols. "In a word, art 
has become a form of racial inscription, which enacts and bears the mark of 
stratification" (p. 197). 

In the final section, IIParks," en1.ployees of the National Park Service provide 
three of four essays that consider the inherent tensions in the original mandate's 
call for both preservation and public enjoyment. Recent monographs on the 
parks have focused on their culturally constructed landscapes or the dispos
session of native inhabitants. These authors alternatively argue that given the 
pressures for greater cOlnmercialization, the service has limited exploitation 
and provided a "relatively dignified" vision of nature for n1.illions of tourists. 
As Dwight T. Pitcaithley, chief historian for the service, observes, "the tasteful 
developnlent of the parks for the tourist was exactly what Frederick Law 
Olmsted, Jr., and Stephen T. Mather had in mind as they challlpioned the cre
ation of the National Park Service" (p. 302). Questioning those who bemoan 
the supposed artificiality of earlier trips through Yellowstone! Paul Schullery, a 
naturalist-ranger and park historian, asks whether the fault lies in the eyes of 
the critics. "The 'homogenization' of the visitor experience [through standard 
park guides] could just as easily be viewed as an essential educational pro
cess!! (p. 238). And while many conten1.porary conlmentators focus on the limi
tations imposed by viewing the parks through windshields, Park Service his
torian David Louter provides an alternative interpretation. "The introduction 
of autos- controlled through regulations, conveyed over a road designed for 
scenery- popu larized the park and enabled nlodern Aniericans to experience 
it and to know the nature it preserved in a novel way that was central to our 
understanding of national parks in the early twentieth century" (p. 265). 

Historian Hal K. Rothlnan's contribution to Seeing and Being Seen provides 
both a more negative assessment of the illlpact of tourism. and an introduction 
to his larger work, Devifs Bargains. In his essay, Rothman sunlnlarizes the cen
tral thesis for his book, the first lnajor overview of western toU.riSlTI since Earl 
Pomeroy's 1957 effort. "Success creates the seeds of its own destruction as more 
and more people seek the experience of an lauthentic! place transformed to 
seeln more 'authentic. 1 In search of 'lifestyle/ instead of life, these seekers of 
identity and anlenity transform what they touch beyond recognition!! (1'. 118). 
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In his ambitious, thoroughly researched monograph, Rothman attempts to 
capture the entire twentieth-century and most of the trans-Mississippi West, 
leading the reader through four periods of western tourism. In the first era of 
hegemonic travel, promoters and visitors alike culturally reconstructed the 
Grand Canyon and Santa Fe to facilitate elitist interpretations of the landscapes 
and ethnic communities. During the second period, tourism reached the pe
riphery and became more democra tic through the extension of the automobile 
and roads. To the disdain of some critics, however, democratization allowed 
for less sublime destinations such as the dude ranches that offered only mim
icry of real cowboys' work. Ski resorts remained at the center of third era, which 
Rothman defines as recreational tourism. Another apt title lnight be entrepre
neurial tourism as he identifies various neo-native businessmen who became 
members of the very COlTIlnunities they hoped to transform, and consequently 
sought both cultural amenities and profits. The final period, of entertainment 
tourism, and best represented by Las Vegas, sees the displacement of Inob in
fluences and the emergence of corporate America. In each period, local resi
dents accepted, had forced upon them, and at times even recruited develop
ment schemes that doomed their conlmunUies to inequitable wages and a loss 
of distinctiveness. In Rothman's opinion, these consequences outweigh the nlore 
beneficial aspects of tourism. 

In considering whether the economics of the West and the nation are now 
postindustrial, however/ the reader might wonder if Las Vegas unduly influ
ences Rothman's interpretations of nl0re recent events. Perhaps the nature of a 
broad overview precludes him from exploring in greater depth the variety of 
tourisms that persist throughout the West as well as the efforts at reindus
trialization that followed recent international trade agreenlents. Certain aspects 
of Los Angeles's econOlny similarly point to a postindustrial world in which 
significant inequali ties between rich and poor are heightened. Yet, while no 
one denies the importance of these two cities, do they represent all of the West? 

Given Rothman's past experience as the editor of Environmental History, it 
also is surprising to see such little attention paid to the ecological inlpact of 
tourist activities through these four epochs. There is, for example, little analy
sis of the long-term itnplications of building a city of one Inillion in a desert or 
the consequences of stripping mountain forests to create ski slopes. 

Nonetheless, Rothman provides us with a provocative work, reiterating 
tourism's importance to the region's economy and its significance as a 
postInodern cultural experience-Ii a process of designing and defining intan
gible COlTIlnodities that can be psychologically possessed through spending" 
(p. 2). Particularly impressive is Rothman's recurrent theme of masking. The 
veneer of tourism disguised the social turmoil that accompanied transforma
tions in Sun Valley, Aspen, and the faux alpine town of Vail. "Westerners sold 
the riches in their land or their identity, both forms of the raw material of colony, 
often to the denizens of western cities (and beyond in corporate America). This 
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internal colonialism masked harsh choices for residents, obscured the pace of 
change, overshadowed the ways that the opportunity to develop fractured the 
fiction of comnlunity in so many places" (p. 370). 

Kathleen A. Brosnan 
University of Tennessee 

Staging Tourism: Bodies on Display from Wakiki to Sea World. By Jane C. Desmond 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2001) 

Tourisln is all the buzz these days and even academics have begun to find 
their way to the field. In the past decade, as postmodernism has taken hold 
and, as New Yorker writer John Seabrook has noted, a nob row culture, neither 
high nor low and shaped by media, has gained sway, stodgy old academics 
have tried to hop on the bandwagon. As they laud each other for their theoreti
cal advances, they tell each other what a world they know little about, and 
tmderstand even less, means. 

Sfagi'ng Tourism is an exanlple of this kind of intellectual self-indulgence. 
"Many, m~any people are willing to pay a lot of money to see bodies which are 
different than their own, to purchase the right to look, and to believe that through 
visual consumption they have come to know something that they didn't be
fore/' writes Jane Desmond in the introduction (p. xiii). IIWe remain tied to a 
late nineteenth-century idea/ideal of the Ireal,' dependent on the body to an
chor systems of knowledge that articulate social difference" (pp. xiv-xv). Maybe 
in the university. 

Desmond concocts an elaborate rationale for her work, which is to say that if 
you go to see the hula while in Hawaii, you're doing the same thing as going to 
a zoo-·· only for people. She enlbraces every tenet of the scholarship of other
ness, creating a racialized and even cross-species indictment of the practices of 
the western world. Her categories-"in-situ," Ilin-fake-situ," and" out-of-situ"
are clU111SY in their construction and articulation, attempts to theorize when 
better models already exist. 

Even more, Desnl0nd's categories blur to the unrecognizable. No one thinks 
of Hawaiian luaus for tourists as cultural tourism. Even with the renaissance in 
hula since the 1970s that Desnlond acknowledges, these are rituals of enter
tainment performed en masse. Only their location in Hawaii grants them even 
the bare minimum of authenticity, another concept Desmond perverts for her 
purposes. The characterization of zoos and even wild animal parks as a mani
festation of ecotourism is a ludicrous concept. Zoos and other similar presenta
tions are older, from a time before experience was carefully segmented to niche 
markets. The very act of walking on a path through a zoo negates what the 
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Ecotourism Society and the Adventure Travel Society layout as the very basis 
of their credo. Only Des1110nd might contemplate seeing Siegfried and Roy's 
white tigers as ecotourism. 

What's most intriguing in the volume is not what it contains but what it 
omits. Nowhere in her research did Deslllond ask anyone other than herself 
what the rituals lueant. Although she purports to tell us what mainlanders 
experience in Hawaii, she doesn't ask even one. Nowhere do tourists appear as 
actors-and they surely are actors on this stage. Nowhere does any version of 
a two-way exchange occur. DeSl110nd has fallen into the nl0st venal trap of 
scholars of difference: She has dainled tha t the subjects of tourism are denied 
humanity while simultaneously denying it to the people whose point of view 
she iJltends to reflect. n,is is the paradox of the clevelness that passes for '-lllalysis 
in nluch poshnodern scholarship, the seizing of the story of others with glib 
confidence that the people in the story have no more c1aiJTI on their experience 
than the author. In her rush to create categories of 1110ral right and wrong, 
Desmond has engaged in the very kind of falsifying that she attributes to im
perialist Americans and zoo-goers. It is a funny and stunningly self-referential 
conundrum. 

Hal K. Rothlnan 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 

Greater Portland: Urban L{ft~ and Landscape in the Pac~liL~ Northwest. By Carl Abbott 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2002) 

Carl Abbott contributE$ further to his reputation as the West's foremost 
urban historian with this informative work on Portland. He begins with a brief 
historical overview tracing the municipality's rapid ascent frolH boat landing 
in 1845 to regional capital just twenty years later. Abbott then reprises, in COln
pressed form, his insightful "network city" analysis explaining why Seattle 
surpassed its rival after 1900 to become the Northwest's prenlier lnetropolis. 
He concludes the section with a discussion of Portland's role in World War II as 
the center of Henry Kaiser's shipbuilding enterprise, whose rapid departure 
after 1945 left the city precariously dependent on conlnlerce and a shrinking 
manufacturing base. Because its stodgy and aging political leadership largely 
ignored the aggressive pursuit of defense industries, Portland never experi
enced the Cold War bonanzas that Los Angeles, Phoenix, Denver, and other 
western cities enjoyed. But all that changed in the 1960s when a core of young, 
dedicated men and women began influencing city policy. 

According to Abbott, severa 1 factors account for this growing wave of activ
iSln, but especially the increasing youth of the city's population- hastened partly 
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by the influx of new industries-and the tradition of community-planning in
volvement by neighborhood associations whose concern centered on Great So
ciety programs, the deteriorating waterfront, invasive freeway proposals, and 
other controversial issues. Alanned by 1970 census statistics indicating a sub
stantial n1iddle-class flight to the outer suburbs and pushed by a rising de
mand for reforn1, nUlnicipalleaders approved a conlprehensive plan in 1972 to 
eliminate the blighted riverfront; build parks, plazas, parking garages, and high
density retail corridors downtown; and preserve longtitnc office and warehouse 
districts by making the central city more accessible. Under the effective leader
ship of Mayor Neil Goldschmidt, City Councihnan Tom Walsh, and their asso
ciates, as well as subsequent administrations, these efforts largely succeeded. 
Over the next two decades, developers transformed the Burlington Northern 
Railroad yards into the thriving River District, an upscale neighborhood fea
turing thousands of new dwellings. At the saIne time, voters canceled a pro
posed suburban beltway in favor of a radial artery hugging the Central Busi
ness District's periphery and approved a light-rail transit system tying the city's 
various suburban sections (dubbed by Abbott lIthe Four Portlands") to down
town. This is significant/ because so many western urban areas like Las Vegas 
have followed Southern California's example and built circumferential free
ways that n10stly bypass downtown/ reinforcing its decline. 

But Portland is significant for other reasons as well. As the author indicates/ 
it is the showcase for Oregon's statewide system of land-use planning and is 
also home to Metro, America's first popularly elected regional government. In 
1978, voters empowered this entity to n1ake planning and governn1ent policy 
for the 1.3 m.illion inhabitants of Multnomah (Portland), Washington, and 
Clackamas counties. Supported by a 1973 state law requiring that every Or
egon city and county devise a plan that conforms to a series of mandated land
use goals/ Metro adopted the controversial Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) jn 
1979 to discourage sprawl in the m.etropolitan area by providing an orderly 
transition from rural to urban land use. The move was intended to restrain 
low-density build.ing and leapfrog growth by encouraging the infilling of va
cant land in Portland's urban core and existing suburbs, while also requiring 
the construction of nutlti-occupancy dwellings to offer new housing to people 
at all income levels. 

Unlike a similar n1easure in Nevada sponsored by State Senator Dina Titus 
(D-Las Vegas) in 1997/ Portland's growth boundary has enjoyed the support of 
most constituencies, except for a core of determined builders w'ho continue to 
oppose limitations on lot size. Abbott summarizes the advantages of the UGB 
approach, elDphasizing the cost savings involved with building infrastructure 
and the preservation of rura I lands beyond the metropolitan fringe. But his 
partisan enthusiasm for this policy colors his text in places. For example, Abbott 
devotes little space to the UGB's opponents, whose arguments he dismisses 
as "generic" and {'theory-based." While he correctly asserts that Portland's 
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compact building and UGB promote IIreal neighborhoods," this position, like 
its counterpart, possesses a strong theoretical underpinning, which Abbott 
hardly mentions. No one can deny that, with a 25-percent growth rate between 
1980 and 1994, Portland's achievement in devoting only 16 percent of new land 
to urban uses (especially when compared to Chicago's 4-percent and 46-per
cent rates, respectively, during the same period) is noteworthy. The same can 
be said of Portland's success in averaging five (in 1994) and now eight (as of 
1998) dwellings per acre. But there is a price to pay for compact living. Even 
without a UGB requirement, Las Vegas-area builders have spent the last twenty 
years carpeting the foothills of Henderson and Red Rock Canyon with thou
sands of indistinguishable tract homes on postage-stamp lots for $200,000 and 
up. After driving through the endless maze of traditional subdivisions and 
master-planned comnnlnities with their Spanish-tiled double deckers bounded 
by Brooklyn-like front and side yards, one begins to wonder whether propo
nents of larger lots have a point. Perhaps the author could have provided more 
coverage of this debate as well as the ongoing struggle between Metro and 
the developers who support commercial and residential projects beyond the 
UGB line. 

These concerns aside, Abbott's work makes a significant contribution to our 
knowledge of postwar urban policy. In terms of the West, this book adds a 
useful northwestern dimension to a field that has been dominated by studies 
of California and southwestern sunbelt cities. Nevadans, in particular, will find 
this volume informative for the nUlnerous policy issues facing not only Port
land, but Reno, Henderson, Las Vegas, and other cities in the region. For those 
especially interested in the politically charged issue of controlling urban growth, 
this book is a must read. 

Eugene P. Moehring 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
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City to, 197; Overland mail transported 
over Simpson's route to, 218 

Gerlach, Nevada, 119 
Gloyd, Howard, 282 
Goiriastuena, Javi Cillero, reviews by, 180-8'1; 

306-7 
Cold: The California Story, by Mary Hill, review 

by Ronald M. James, 85-H7 
Gold Hill, Nevada, 37, 380; gold djscovered 

and silver mining begins in, '196 
Goldfield, Nevada, 313; boxing matches at, 5; 

mining boom in, 382 
Goose Creek, 216-17 
Goose Creek Mountains, 216, 227 
Gordon, Linda, The Great Arizona Orphan 

Abdu,ction, review, 393-95 
Gould and Curry Mine, 37, 39 
Gould and Curry Quartz Mill, 39 
Gravelly Ford, 201, 217-18, 221 
The Great Arizona Orphan Abduction, by Linda 

Gordon, review by Fran Campbell, 393-95 
Great Basin: 376-80 passim 
Great Salt Lake (Utah), 43, 50, 51 (Map), 55 
Greeley, Horace, '197, 212 
Green Felt Jungle, by Ed Reid and Omar 

Demaris, mention, 241 
Green, Martin, 123 
Green, MichaeC review by, 187-88 
Greenough, Alic(;., 166-73 passim, 169 
Greenough, Marge, 166-67, 169, 173 
Guinn, Kenny: election of as governor of 

Nevada in 1998, 187 
"Hacienda Airlines: A First-Class Airline for 

Coach-Class Passengers," by Daniel Bubb, 
238-49,239 . 

"Hacienda Holiday/' 245 
Hadenda Hotel (Las Vegas, Nevada): resort's 

junket flights and promotional packages, 
238-47 

Halsted, A.5., 321-24, 327-28 
Hamilton, Nevada, 335, 348; 1873 fire in, 333-

47; silver mining boom in, 333-35, (1860s); 
becomes seat of WhHe Pine County (1868), 
334; l'egistered voters in 1870, 334; fire 
department in 1873, 335-36 

Hammonds, D.H., 279-80 
Haru1ifin, PhH, 10 
Harley, Arthur G., 356, 362-66 
Hnrley, Minnie, 363-64, 366 
Harmon, Harley A., 318, 327-28 
Harmon, Mella RothweJl, "BetheIAME: The 

Oldest Surviving African-American 
Church in Nevada," 270-84 

Harolds Club (Reno casino): billboard 
advertising, 19; history of, 90-91, 384 



Harrah, William F. ("Bill ll
): his bingo parlor on 

Virginia Street, Reno, 384 " 
Hartman, Leon, 280 
Hawthorne, Nevada: charter airline junket 

flights offered by casinos in, 246 
Heffernan, Arthur Perkins, 334 
Henderson, Nevada, 136 
Henderson, "Prairie Rose/' 168 
Hicks, George A'I 198,202 
Hight, Thomas, 223a 24 
Hiko, Nevada, 151 
Hilke, L.H., 319 
Hill, Mary, Gold: The Cal~f()rnia Story, review, 

85-87 
Hillygus/s Texaco (Yerington gas station), 80 
Hilton Hotel (Las Vegas, Nevada), 246 
historic sites: critique of public monuments 

and, 87-90 passim 
historiGll documents: from nineteenth~century 

A merican West, 398-99 
olbrook, Charles W., 341, 344 

Holliday, JS, Rush for Riches: Cold Fever and 
the Making of Cal~f(mlia, review, 85-7 

Hollywood. Sports Service (turf club), 6 
Holmes, Kenneth L., editor, Covered Wagon 

WOIl/en: Diaries and Letters from, the Western 
Trails, 1875-1883, Vol 10, review, 'I 78-HO 

Home Away from Horne: A History of Basque 
Boardinghouses, by Jeronima Echeverri<.1, 
review by Javi Cillero Goiriastuena, 180-81 

Homestcad Act, Enlarged, 363 
homesteading-Nevada: in northeastern 

Nevada (1909-1921)1 353-70 
Hoover Dam l 330 
Hopkins, A.D'I First UJO: Portraits of the Men 

and Women Who Shaped Las Vegas, review, 
91-92 

horse racing: sports betting on, 5-10 passim 
Horseshoe (Reno casino), 13 (1977) 
Howard, Cecil, 277 
Hubbard, William, 279 
Humboldt River: old Californin Trail route 

along, 197-230 passim, 201 
Humboldt Sink l 204-30 passim 
Humboldt Valley, 204-21 passim 
Humboldt Wells, 217, 221 
Hunter, Charlotte, 118, 125 
Hydc, John, 209 
Hyman, PC, 340-41, 345, 347 
Independence Valley, 354 
Indian Reorganization Act, 182-84 
Industrial -Workers of the World (lWW), 313, 

318 
International Hotel (Virginia City, Nevada), 38 

(pre-1914) 
irrigation-Nevada: irrigation project at Tobar 

Flat in northeastern Nevada (1909-192'1), 
353-70,354 (Map), 359 (Map)1 367 (Map); 
Newlands Project canal construction near 
Wadsworth and Fallon, 357-58 

Jackson, Andrew, 337 
James, Cyril l.iom~l Robert, 109-30 

James, Ronald M., reviews by, 85-87 
Jeffries, James L 5 
Jester, James E.D., 210-11 
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Jews-Nevada: in Hamilton (1873), 334-35, 346 
Johnson, Aaron, 202 
Jolulson, Jack, 5 
Jolulsont Ole, 344 
Johnson-Jeffries boxing match, 382 
Johnston, Albert Sidne-y, 204, 209-'I'} 
Jordan River (Utah), 43, 50,51 (Map) 
Jose, Richard, 254 
Kant, Candace C, review by, 91 -92 
Katz, Williatn Loren, The Black West: A 

DocUfnentary and Pictoriall-listory of the 
African A merican Role in the Westward 
Expansion of the United States, review, 304-5 

Kefauver, Estes: as chairman of Organized 
Crime Committee, 5-6 

Kerkorian, Kirk l 240 
Kimball, Heber, 49, 53 
Kintop, JE~ffrey, review by, 398-99 
Kirk, Andrew, reviews by, 87-90 
Klein, Kerwin Lee, Frontiers of Historical 

Imagination: Narrating the European 
Conquest (~l Native America, 1890-1990, 
review, 395-97 

Kling, Dwnyne, l~ise of the Biggest Little City: 
An Encyclopedic history (~l Reno Gaming, 
1931-1981, review, 90-91 

Land L (Yerington saloon), 80, 84 
"Labor Strife in Las Vegas: The Union Pacific 

Shopmen's Strike of 1922/' by Eric 
Nystrom, 313-32 

labor unions-Nevada: role in Union Pacific 
Railroad shopmen's strike of 1922, 313-30; 
support of miners striking for pay hikes, 
313,318-19; union activism after World 
War 1 in Las Vegas, 313-30 pnssim 

Lake BOlUleville, 355 
Luke Clover, 355, 360 
Lake Lahontan, 355, 377 
Lake Tnhoe, 377-78 
The Land of My Fathers: A Son's Return to the 

Basque Country, by Robert Laxalt, review by 
David Rio, 175-78 

Las Vegas, Nevada: lithe Strip," 5, 136-40 
passim, 244-46; organized crime in, 5-6, 10; 
legalized sports gambling in, 5-11; as "Sin 
City," 12,244; history of, 91 -92; welfare 
rights in, 133-45; casinos provide charter 
airline junket flight to , 238-47; megaresorts 
on the Strip (1990s), 30'1-4; Union Pacific 
Railroad shopmen's strike of 1922 in, 313-
30; major railroad repair futility in, 314, 
315,328 

Las Vegas Airmotive Terminal, 243 
Las Vegas Chamber of Commerce, 238 
Las Vegas Hacienda, Inc., 244 
Las Vegas Review (newspaper), 316-30 passim 
Las Vegas Sports Consultants, 12 
Las Vegas Sun (newspaper), 8 
Last Frontier Hotel (Las Vegas, Nevada), 239 
law-Nevada: ] 873 jury selection law, 337-47 

passim 
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Laxalt, Robert, The Land (if'My Fathers: A Son's 
Return to the Basque Country, review, 175-78; 
Time of the Rabies, review, '175-78 

Lehr, Dick, Black Mass: The Irish Mob, the FBT, 
and a Devil's Deal, review, 98-100 

LeMond, Greg, 250 
Leon, Pericles, "Peruvian Sheepherders in the 

Western United States: Will They Replace 
the Gasques as the Dominant Ethnic G1'O'up 
in the Sheep Industry?"147-65 

Lexicon, Inc. (Reno, Nevada), 376 
Liberace; An American Hoy, by Dard E~n Asbury 

Pyron, review by Chris Rasmussen, 184-86 
License to Steal: Nevada 's Gaming Control Systenl 

in the Mcgarcsort Agcl by .Jeff Burbank and 
K.J. Evans, rev iew by Wi1Iiam N. Thomp~ 

son, 92-96 
Liebling, A.J" 119-30 passim 
Lies Across A lnerica: What Our Historic Sites Get 

Wrong/ by James W, Loewen, review by 
Andl'ew Kirkl 87-90 

Lightfootl John 11./ 3'19/ 330 
Lion House, 220 (Illus.) 
The Literary West: An Anthology l?l Western 

Anlerican Literature, edited by Thomas J. 
Lyonl review by Ann Ron(.lldl 391-92 

Little Harlem (Reno restaurant)1 ll9 
Little Lake, 355-62, 359 (Map), 368 
livestock industry: sheep ranching in 

American West, 147-60 passim, 163 
(Appendix l3)i epidemic of rabies kills 
livestock herds in northE~rrl Nevada 
CI 920s)1 ") 77 

"Living on the Landl! (Photo), Water: I.~t(' in a 
Dry Lar/.d exhibition, front cover, no. 41 377-
78/ 379 

LiVingston, Henry Brockholst, 224 
Loewenl James W'I Ues Across A,.nerica: What 

Our Historic Sites Get Wrong, reviewl 87-90 
Lovelock, Forest, 261 
Low, Frederick Ferdinand, 23 
Lower Slough COtlntry (Tob~1r Flat ELko 

County): dry farming district atl 355~701 

356 (Map), 367 (Map), 365 (Map) 
Lucas, Tad, 167, 169, 170, 173 
Lynde, Isaac l 197-230 passim 
I ,ynnl M(lmiel '135 
Lyon (Yerington saloont HOI H4 
Lyon County, Nevada: courthouse, 79 
Lyonl Thomas L editorl The Literary West: An 

.!lnthologlj of Western Anwrican Literature, 
review, 391-92 

M(lckaYI John W.: stntute ofl 260 
Madraitl Salvadore, 327 
mail service: Butterfield Overland Mail stage, 

22 (Illus.); passenger service on overland 
mail stage from California to Midwest, 22-
62i pZlsseng!::'r service on overland mail 
route by mud wagonl 22-52 passim 

Mallea-Olaetxe, Joxe, Speaking through the 
Aspens: Basque Tree Carvings in Ca.lifornia 
and Nevada, review, 306-7 

Mapes, Charlesl 384 
Mapes Holel (Reno, Nevada): opens in 1947, 

384 
Margie (motion picture), 260-2 
Marrnaduke, john SOl 223 
Marschall, John P.I lIThe '1873 Hre at 

Hamilton, Nevada: Finding the Culprit," 
333-52 

Martin, Bob, 7, 11-12 
Mason Valley (Lyon County, Nevada)1 80-841 

82-83; ranching and farming in, 37H 
M(.lSOllS See Freemasons 
Mathewson, j.1-I'1 344 
McCarran, Patrick: involved in Pyramid Lake 

land rights conflict, 124; supports federal 
anti-immigrant act, 124 

McCan-an Airport (Las Vegas, Nevada), 246 
McCleodl NOl'liianl 44-46, :So 
McGill, Nevada, 3"13 
McLaws, Lafayettel '197-230 passim 
McNamee, Frank, 3211 3241 328 
McNamee, Leo, 319, 320 
The Merger: Conglollzemtion 4 Intematimzal 

Organized Crilne, by Jeffrey Robinson, 
review by Alan 13albonL 100-101 

The Merry Wives of Reno (motion picture), 260 
Metropolis, Nevada, 354 
Mexic(ln Americans: and Los Angeles Police 

Departmentl 1900-1945, 96-98 
MGM Grand Hotel-Casino (Las Vegasl 

Nevada), 246 
Michael, Boyd, 241 ~42 

Miller, c.E., 319 
Miller, Char, editor, O'ut of the Woods: Essays in 

Fn vimt1tllentai History, review, 389-91 
Mills, Polly, 169 
mining-NevndD: Virginia City mines, 37-39i 

gold discovered on Walker River, 196i 
sHver rnining boom at Hamilton in late 
'186051 333-35i mining camps boom and 
bust, 380,3H2 

Mitchell, Jacob, 274-75 
Mono Lake; 196 casino gambling made illegal 

in 19H)1 382 
Moore, William L 239-40 
Mormon Church See Church of Jesus Christ of 

Latter-day Saints 
Monnon Healer an.d Folk Poet: Mary Susannah 

Fowler's LUi' (?f' Unselfish Llst~fitlnessl by 
Margaret K. Brady, revi ew by jessie L. 
EmbrYI 387-89 

Mormonism: in twentieth-centurYI 297-99 
Mormons: U.s. army escort of Mormon 

emigrants to Humboldt Sink on California 
Trail (:I 859)1 196-230, 210 (Illus.); Mormon 
worncn/s diariesl 387-89 

Morris Cohn and Brother (Hamilton cigar 
store),335-36 

motion pictures: John Hobart Cavanaugh 
(actor), 250-67; motion pictures mad-e in 
Nevad <.1 (193015),260-2 

Moulin Rouge (Las Vegas hotel-c<1sino), :140, 
282 



Mount Rose, 261 
Mountain Denwcrat (Placerville, California 

newspaper), 206~7 
Mountain Meadows massaCfI:\ 202-3, 205~8 

passim 
Mountain View Cemetery (Yerington, 

Nevada),81 
"The Movie Star Nevada Never CJnimed/ 

by Dennis MyE~rs and Cuy Louis Rocha, 
2S0-69 

movies See motion pictures 
"Mr, Wingfield's Reno" (Photo), "Watl;.~r: Life 

in a Dry Land 1/ exhibition, back cover, no. 
4,377,382,383 

Muddy River, 378 
Mugnier, Andrea, "Ridin', Ropin', and 

Rodeoin': Chnmpion Cowgirls of 
Professional Rodeo, 1930-1945," 166-74 

Myers, Dennis, authOl~ "The Movie Star 
Nevada Never Claimed," 250-69 

NaticHi(ll Association for th E~ Advancement of 
Colored People (NAACP), 270: Reno
Sparks chaptel~ 270-82 passim 

NatilH1al Collegiate Athletic Association 
(NCAA), 4, 15-"16 

National Gambling Impact Study Commis
sion, 3, 14-16 

National Welfare Rights Organization 
(NWRO), 137-38, 140 

Native Americans: trlbnl self govl;"\rnment 
from 1920-1934, 1H2-H4; emigrant trains 
and Mormon settlers impact food 
resources of (1859), 204-5, 2161 218i of 
Cre~lt Basin, 378; and water rights in the 
West, 390 

Native Americans-Nevada: Pyramid Lake 
Paiute Reservation land rights conflict, 
'123- 24, 130. See also individual names of 
tribes 

Negro Political Science Club, 280 
Nevada Bakery (Yerington), 8"1 
NI;~vada Board of Pardons, 344-4S, 347 
Nevada Gaming Commission, 93-96 
Nevada Gaming Control Boardt 6t 101 16, 

93-96 
Nevada Historica I Society: "Water: Life in a 

Dry Land/, (downtown gallery exhibition), 
375-86; "Nevada: Prisms and Perspectives" 
(permanent exhibition),375 

Nevada State Board of Prison Commissioners, 
340 

Nevada State ]ourJwl (Reno, Nevadn newspa
pl;~r), 276 

Nevada State Legislature: passes legislation 
legalizing casino gambling (1931)1 5i passes 
bill to reduce divorce residency require
rnent in "193"1, 384 

Nevada State Police, 323, 327 
Nevada State Prison: conditions at in 1870s, 

334-47 passimi Nevada State Legislature 
di.rects prison to keep lean budget (1870s), 
340,343,347 
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Nevada Statl;~ Supreme Court, 340-45 passim; 
declares school segregation unconstitu
tional in 1872, 273 

"Nevada: Prisms and Perspectives" (Nevada 
Historical Society permanent exhibition), 
375 

New Frontiet (Las Vegas hotel~casino), 241, 
246 

Newlands Project: canal construction begins 
near Wadswort11 and Fallon, 357-58, 360; 
transfers water from Truckee and Carson 
rivers to farmlands in Churchill County, 
378 

Northern Paiutes, 378 
"Notes and DocumE~n.ts", 78-84, 166-74,270-

84,375-86 
Nay, Gary, editor, Distant Horizon: Documents 

fronl the Nineteenth-Century American West, 
review, 398-99 

Nystrom, Erie, "Labor Strife in Las Vegas: The 
Union Pacific Shop men's Strike of J 922/, 
313-32 

O'Neill, Cerard, Black Mass: The Irish Mob, the 
FBI, and a Devil's Deal, review, 98-100 

"Only in Nevada: America's Unique 
Experiment with Lega lized Sports 
GambJing, 1931 ~2000," by Richard O. 
Davil;~S, 3-"19 

Operation Life (Las Vegas organization) 
139-45 -

Oquirrh Mountains, 199 
organi~ed crime: Estes Kefauver's Organized 

Crime Committee, 5-6; and corruption of 
law enforcement, 98-100 

Ormsby CountYt Nevada, 340, 343-44 
orphan abduction in Arizona mining town 

(1904), 393-95 -
Out of the Woods: Essays in Environmental 

History, edited by Char Miller and Hal 
Rothman, review by Mark Fiege, 389-91 

"Overland from San Francisco to Halifax in 89 
Days of Adventure, Apprl;.~hension and 
Surprise: Roya I Navy Lieutenant Edmund 
Hope Verney's ]865 Letters and Narra
tive," edited and introduction by Dwight 
L. Smith, 20-77 

Overland Hotel (Reno), 278 
Overland Mail: route follows California Trail 

from Salt Lake City to Genoa, 197,206, 218i 
mail stations, 2181 22t 230 

Owens Valley, 378 
Palmer, Ben, 272 
Parish-Potter murders (1857), 202-11 passim 
Patterson, E.O" 322 
Patterson, J.D., 343 
Pelligrini, Steven W., "Yerington: Millennium 

Bound," 78-84 
The Personal Writings (~l Eliza I~oxcy Snow, 

edited by Maureen Ursenbach Beecher, 
review by Jessie L. Embry, 387-89 

"Peruvian Sheepherders in the Western 
United States: Will They Replace the 
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Basques as the Dominant Etlulic Group in 
the Sheep Industry?" by Pericles Leon/ 
147-65 

Pettit, Fred E./ 322-24 
Phillips/ David, 144 
Philp, Kenneth, review by, 182-84 
Pileggi, Nicholas, 10-11 
Pioche Dailtl Record, 339 
Piper 's Opera House, 334 
Pittman, Key, 318 
Placerville, California: passenger service on 

overland stage to V1rginia City from, 3:i-35 
Planet Hollywood (Reno restaurant), 382 
Pleasant Valley (Elko County, Nevada), 354 
Pony Express: route follows California Trail 

from Salt Lake City to Cenoa (1860)/ 197 
popu lation-Ncvada: African Americans in 

1860,272; African Americans in 1900 & 
1910,275; in Las Vegas (1920),314 

Powning Park (R~~no/ Nevada), 260 
Pratt, Parley, 203 
Price, Henry, 240-41, 244 
Primadonna (Reno casino), 13 (1977) 
"Professor Wilbur S. Shepperson, "1919-1991," 

by William D. Rowley, 194 
Progressive movement, 382 
Pyramid Lake, 119-24 passim, 377 
Pyramid Lake Dude Ranch, 109, 119-30 

passin', 122, 130 
Pyramid Lake Dude Ranch Association, 

brochure promoting, 1936 (lHus.), front 
cover, no. 2, 114-15/ 120, 130 

Pyr41mid Lake Paiute Reservation: land 
rights conflict, 123-24, 130 

Pyron, Darden Asbury, Liberace: An American 
BOll, review, -184-86 

Race, Police, and the Making of a Political 
Ide"ntity: Mexican Americans and the Los 
Angeles Police Deparhnent, 1900-1945, by 
Edward J. Escobal~ review by Rand~111 C. 
Shelden, 96-98 

Raft River, 200 
Raggio, Angelina; 261 
Raggio, Ben, 261 
Raggio, William J., 26-1 
railroads-Nevada: Union Pacific Railroad 

shopmen's strike of 1922, 313-30; repair 
shops on San PE~dro, Los Angeles, and Salt 
Lake Railroad route, 314-30 passim; 
Southern Pacific Railroad leases land to 
homesteaders in northe~)stern Nevada 
CI 9rI), 35H-61 passim; Virginia & Truckee 
Railroad links Reno and Virginia City, 380 

Ralston, Jon, The Anointed One: An Inside Look 
at Nevada Politics, review, -187~88 

ranching: she~~p ranching, 147-63 passim 
ranching-Nevada: divorce ranches in northern 

Nevada, 109,114-15, 119-27; in Clover 
Valley, 358, 360-61; in Truckee Meadows, 
378 

R~)smtisscn, Chris, review by, 1R4-R6 
Raurn, Edward, 343 

Red MafIa: Ho'w the Russian Mob Has invaded 
America l by Robert 1. Friedman/ review by 
Alan Balboni/ "100-101 

Reese, John, 217 
Reese River, 41 
Reese River Reveille (Austin newspaper); 339 
Reid, Ed, 241 
Reizner, Sonny, 7 
Renear, Dan, 323, 327 
Reno, Nevada, 375-86 passim; legalized sports 

gambling in/ 5-6; casinos in, 13 (1977), 14 
(19R6); as divorce center ("I 930s), 109, 116-
27 passim, 260, 382; airline junket flights 
offered by casinos in, 238, 246; motion 
pictures filmed in (1930s), 260-2; Bethel 
African American Methodist Episcopal 
(AME) Church in, 270-1, 274-82; Western 
Union Telegraph office in, 322-23; Virginia 
Street in late 1930's, 377; Douglas Alley in 
1944,386 

Reno (motion picture), 26D 
Reno Chamber of Commerce, 376 
Reno Evening Gazette (newspaper), 26"1 , 276 
Reno National Bank, 382 
Reno Race and Turf Club, 6 
Reno Redevelopment Agency, 375 
"Reno's Golden Age" (Photo), Water: Lift' in a 

Dry Land exhibItion, back cover, no. 4, 377/ 
384,385 

!!Riches from the Earth" (Photo), Wa.ter: Life in 
a Dry Land exhibition, front cover, no. 4, 
377,380/381 

';Ridin', H"opin', and Rodeoinl; Champion 
Cowgirls of Professional Rodeo, 1930-
1945/' by Andrea Mugniel~ 166-74 

Rio, DaVid, review by, 175~78 
Rise of the Biggest Lil:/:lc City: An" Encyclopedic 

History of Reno Canling, 1931-1981, by 
Dwayne Kling, review by Jerome E. 
Edwards, 90-91 

Rising, Franklin 5., 37, 39 
Riverside Hotel (Reno, Nevada), 120, 127, 382 
Robinson/ Jeffrey, The Merger: Conglomerution 

(~linternationClI Organized Cril1lf, review, 
-IOO-"Io-I 

Rocha, Guy Louis, author, "The Movie Star 
Nevada Never Claimed," 250-69 

Rogers, Billy See William H. Rogers 
Rogers, William H., 209-10 
Ronald, Ann, review by, 391-92 
The Rose Bowl (turf club), 6 
Rosenberg, Howard, 262 
Rosenthal, Charles ('ILefty,") 10-11 
Rothman; Hal, editOl~ Out of the Woods: Essays 

in Fnvironmental Histon/, review, 389-9"1 
Rowley, William I).: ,I Professor Wilbur S. 

Shepperson, 19"1 9--199"1 ," 194; review by, 
300-1 

Roxborough, Michael, 12 
"Ruby Duncan, Operation Life/ 4lnd Welfare 

Rights in Ncvada/ by Earnest N. Bracey, 
133-4(-; 



Ruby Valley, Nevada, 354 
Rusco, Elmer R: 279-80; A Fatfjui Time: The 

Background and Legislative History of the 
indian ]~eorgal1ization Act, review, 182-84 

Rush for Riches: Gold Fever and the Making (~f 
California, by J.5. HollidaYI review by 
Ronald M. Jamesl 85-87 

IIRush to Washoe," 196,380 
Sadler, Reinhold, 336, 341, 342,346 
Sahara Hotel (Las Vegas)1 136 
Saint Paul's Episcopal Church (Virginia City), 

252 
Salt Lake City, Utah: 51 (Map); passenger and 

mail service on overland stage from 
California tOI 25-43 passim; ov(;~rland mail 
stage route to and from, 37~59 passim; 
Mormons and Mormon Church in (1865), 
44-53; Mormons at (1859)1 197-230 passim 

Salt Lake Cl..ltof( 200, 216 
San Pedro, Los Angeles, and Salt Lake 

Railroad: repair shops located on route ot 
314-26 passim 

Saratoga (turf club), 6 
Sawyer, Grant, 246 
Schrader, Herman H., 356, 362-69 
Schrader, Mimlie l 3631 366, 369 
Schroedel~ Edna, 363-69 passim 
Schroeder, William F., 356, 362-66, 369 
Schwartz, David G., review by, 301-4 
Scott, Mike, 376 
Searchlight, Nevada: airline junket flights 

offered by casinos in, 246 
sheepherders: Basque sheepherders, '147-60 

passim, ] 77-78; Peruvian sheepherders in 
American West, 147-63, 148, lSI, 153; 154 
(Table), 155 (Table), 159, 161, 162 (Appen
dixA) 

Shelden, Randa1l G., review by, 96-9H 
Shepherd, Don Franklin, review by, 395-97 
Shepperson, Margaret, 194 
Shepperson, Wilbur 5.,193, 194, 195 
Shipps, Jan, Sojourner in the Promised Land: 

Forty Y(~ars A mong the Mormons, review, 
297-99 

Showboat (Las Vegas hotel -casino), 240 
Siegel, Benjamin ("Bugsy"), 5, 250 
Signature Air Service, 246 
Silver City, Nevada, 37, 380 
Silver Palace (Yerington saloon), 80 

. Silver Threads among the Gold (play), 254 
Simpson, James H.: establishes his new 

shorter route between Salt Lake City and 
Genoa (1859)1 197-218 p~ssim 

Skidmore, Mark, 238-39 
The Slottgh (Tobar Flat, Elko County), 355-70, 

356 (Map) 
Smith, Dwight L., ed. nnd introduction, 

"Overland from San Francisco to Halifax in 
89 Days of Adventure, Apprehension and 
Surprise: Royal Navy Lieutenant Edmund 
Hope Verney's 1865 Letters and Narra
tive." 20-77 

Smith, George A., 203 
Smith, Hyrum, 50, 203 
Smith, Josephi 50, 203, 295-99 
Smith, William, 334 
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Smith Valley: ranching and farming in, 378 
Snow Water Lake, 355-60, 369 
Snowl Eliza Roxcy, 387-89 
Snyder, Jimmy "the Greek," 7-8 
Sojourner in the Promised Land: Forty Years 

Among the Mornwns, by Jan Shipps, review 
by Richard Lyman Bushman, 297-99 

Solley, WWiam, 275-76 
Southern Pacific Railroad, 380; leases land to 

homesteaders in northeastern Nevada 
(1911),358-61 passim 

Southern Paiutes, 378 
Spanish Springs, Nevada, 382 
Sparks, John: as governor sends troops to 

Goldfield l Nevada, 319 
Speaking through the Aspens: Basque Tree 

Carvings in California and Nevada, by Joxe 
Mallea-Olaetxe, review by Javi Cillero 
Goiriastuena, 306-7 

St. Th<.mws, Nevada, 327 
stngecoaches: Concord coach (mail stage), 24, 

36,40; passenger service on Overland mail 
route from California to Midwest, 22-62; 
stations on mail route, 24- 62 passim; 
Butterfield Overland Mail stage, 22 (lUus.); 
stage route follows California Trail from 
Salt Lake City to Cenoa, 197, 206 

Stallard, Fred, HI 
Stardust Hotel (Las Vegas): 139; sports and 

race book at, 10-11 
Stead Air Force Base, 280 
Steinberg, Ted, Acts of God: The Natural History 

of Natural Disaster in America, review, 300-1 
Stewart, Helenl 314 
Storey County, Nevada, 343 
Stout, Hosea, 208 
Stubbs, Joseph E., 17 (c. 1900) 
Summerfield, Lester D., 280 
Super Casino: Inside the "New" Las Vt~gas, by 

Pete Earley, review by David G. Schwart~, 
301-4 

Sutcliffe, Nevada, n9~20 
Taylor, Richard, 240, 243-46 
telegraph: installed along California Trail from 

Salt I ake City to Genoa (1860), 197 
Thompson, William N., review by, 92-96 
Thornton, Bill, 376 
Thousand Springs Valley (Photo), front cover 

no. 3,201,216-17,227 
Thunderbird (Las Vegas hotel-casino), 240 
Time (~f the Rabies, by Robert Laxalt, review by 

David Rio, 175-78 
Titus, Tolul, 48, 52 
Tobar, Nevada, 355-56, 366, 368 
Tobar Flat, Nevada: dry farming district atl 

353-70,354 (Map), 356 (Map), 365 (Map) 
Tonopah, Nevada: boxing m<.1tches at, 5; 

airline junket flights offered by casinos in, 
246; mining boom begins at (1902), 382 
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tourism-Nevada: Las Vegas casinos offer 
airline junket flights and promotional 
packages to attract tourists and gamblers, 
240-47; divorce trade helps create tourist 
industry in Reno, 382 

trading posts: Overland mail station and 
tralij11g post near Winnemucca, Nevada, 
2"18-22"1 

trails: gUide to national historic trails, 87-90 
passim; covered wagon women on 
emigrant tn1i Is (J 840-"1883), "178-80 See also 
individual natne of trail 

transcontinental railroad, 45 
Treasure Hill, 380; silver boom at in late 1860s, 

333 
Trebell, T.S., 330 
Truckee River, 377-80 passim 
Twain, Mark See Samuel L. Clemens 
U.s" Army: escmt of Mormon ernjgrants from 

Camp Floyd, Utah Territory to Sink on 
Humboldt River (1859), 196-230; troops 
sent to Salt Lake City to put down 
Mormon n~~b(dlion CI858), "198 

Union Pacific Railroad, 380; and shopmen's 
strike of 1922, 313-30; Las Vegas becomes 
division point and home of major repair 
facility for, 3"14, 315, 328; provides 
electricity from its generators for Las 
Vegas, 318-19 

Union PI~za (Las Vegas, Nev~d(l hotel
casino),11 

United Sons of Freedom, 272 
University of Nevada, Reno (UNR): football 

(Photo), front cover, no. I, 17 (c. "1900)i 
campus locations used for filming motion 
pictures in 1946, 261 

Utah Lake, 43, 51 (Map), 211 
Utah Territory: gold discovered on Walker 

River and silv(;~r mining begins on 
Comstock Lode (1859), 196~97 

utilities-Nevada: Union Pacific Railroad 
provides electricity from its generators for 
town, 318-19 

V~1G1rO, Jimmy, 5~6 

Valley Tim (Salt Lake City newspaper), 209-
210,215 

Van Bokkel.en, Jacob L., 340 
Vegas Race and Turf Club, 6 
Ventosa, Nevada, 361 
Verney, Edmund Hope, 20-70 
vigilantes: carry out hanging in Virginia City 

(1871),334 "" 
Virgin River, 378 
Virginia City, Nevada, 250, 254, 380; arson 

fires in 334; passenger travel on overland 
T'n.(lil stnge from Placerville to, 27, 34-37; 
International Hotel in, 38 (pre-l9H); 
passenger service on overland mail stage 
from Salt Lake City to, 40-43; African 
Americans in nineteenth century in, 272-
75; Methodist Baptist Church in (1863), 274 

Virginia fvening Chronicle (Virginia City 
newspaper), 252 

Virginia and Truckee Railroad, 252, 380 
Virginian Hotel (Reno), 376 See also Club Cal 

Neva-Virginian 
W~dsworth, Nevada, 357 
Wagner, Samuel T., 274 
Walker River, 80; gold discovered on (1859), 

196 
W(ls~tch Mountains, 205 
Washoes, 378 
"Water: Life in a Dry Land," by Peter L. 

Bandurraga, 375-77; Nevada Historical 
Society downtown gallery exhibition, front 
and back covers, no. 4, 376-86 

Welbourne, Scotty, 25] 
welfare-Nevada: welfare rights in Nevada, 

".133, "136-45 
Wells, Nevada, 217, 355-69 passim 
Wells, Thomas H., 340 
West, Elliott, introduction by, Covered Wap;on 

Women: Diaries and Letters /ronl the Western 
Trails, 1875-"1883, Vol 10, review, ] 78-80 

Western American literature anthology, 391-92 
Western Federation of Miners, 319 
Wl;~stern Pacifk Railroad, 356, 359, 361 
Western Range Association (WRA), 147-57 

paSSIm 
Western Shoshones, 378 
Western Union" Telegraph: office in Reno, 

Nevada, 322-23 
White, Vivian, 169 
White Pint;" County, Nevada, 343-44; silver 

mining boom at Hamilton and Treasure 
Hill in, 333-35, 341; open pit copper mining 
begins in (1907), 382 

White Pine VaiftJ News (Hamilton), 335-36, 343, 
346 

White Pine Mountains, 334 
White Pine Water Company, :::3:::35-36, :::339 
Wiley, George, 137, 138 
Williams, N.A", 324, 325, 326-28 
Willis, William, 334 
Wilson, Reverend, 276 
Wingfield, C(;:~orge, 280, 382, 383; Mr. 

Wingfield's Reno" (Photo), Water: Life in a 
Dry I.and exhibition, back cover, no. 4, 377, 
3H2, 383; negotiates with miners seeking 
pay hike in Goldfield, 3"13 

WilU1emucca, Nevada: Overland mail station 
near, 2"18, 221-22; airline junket flights 
offered by casinos in, 246 

Winslow, Dick, 24"1 
Yerington, Nevada: 78-94,79 ("I (67); Episcopal 

Church in, 81 
"Yerington: Millennium Bound," by Steven W. 

Pelligrini, 78-84 
Young, Brigham, 298; and Mormon Church in 

Sait Lake City (1865),44-53 passim; and 
Mormon Church doctrine toward 
apostates, "198, 202-13 passim; his l3eehive 
House and Lion House, 2]4,220 (iI1us.) 

Zentmyer, George, 324 
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Stmnp Mill Pulley, Tonopah, 1994 

Time in Nevada 
Photographs by Lee Brumbaugh 

October 11- December 30, 2002 
Nevada Historical Society 

The Nevada Historical Society is an agency of 
the Nevada Department of Cultural Affairs, Division of MuseUlns and History. 
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New Benefits for Museum Members! 

When you join or renew your membership in any of the museums of the 
Nevada Department of Cultural Affairs, Division of Museums and History you 
will become a member of all the museums and receive the additional benefits 
of a new divisional membership. While your contribution will still be dedi
cated to the museum of your choice, as a divisional member you now receive 
reciprocal membership benefits in all of the divisionis seven museums, free 
admission to all museumB, the Nevada Historical Society Quarterly, 15% dis
count at all nluseum stores, selected invitations to exhibition openings, public 
programs, and special events, and a new Division of Museums and History 
newsletter. 

With your generosity we can continue the outstanding work that Nevada 
communities and the visiting public expect from us. Memberships are tax-de
ductible and support exhibitions, public programs, and collections projects. 

Membership Categories 
Yes, I want to become a member of the Nevada Division of Museums 
and History at the following membership level: 

Individual 
Family 
Sustaining 
Contributing 
Patron 
Benefactor 
Senior* 

$35 
$50 

$100 
$250 
$500 

$1,000 
$20 

*For those seniors who would. simply like free admission, the 15% musewn store discoun.ts, 
and the divisional newsletterl and not the Nevada Historical Society Quarter]y, we have 
created a special senior membership category. For those seniors who l.()ould also to receive the 
Nevada Historical Society Quarterly, mernbership at the higher levels, beginning at $351 

is available. 

Member Information 

Name(s} ________ --____________________ --____________________ --__ 

Address __________________________ ~ ______________________________ _ 

City State __ __ Zip _____ _ _ 

Phone: Home _____ ___ ________ _ Business _ _____ --________ _ 

New Membership Renewal ~ __ Date _________ _ ----__ _ 
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STATE OF NEVADA 
Kelmy C. GUllm, Governor 

DEPARTMENT OF CULTURAL AFFAIRS 
Scott Sisco, Interim Director 

DIVISION OF MUSEUMS AND HISTORY 
Marcia Wolter Britton, Administrator 

ADMINISTRATION 
Peter L. Bandurraga, Director 
Michae 1 P. Maher, Librarian 
Lee P. Brumbaugh, Curator of Photography 
Jacqueline L. Clay, Curator of History 
Eric N. Moody, Curator of Manuscripts 
Sherlyn Hayes-Zorn, Registrar 

BOARD OF MUSEUMS AND HISTORY 
Bob Stoldal, Chairrnan., Las Vegas 
Sue Fawn Chung, Las Vegas 
John Copoulos, Carson City 
Renee Diamond, Las Vegas 
Sandra Halley, Reno 
Donald Hardesty, Ren.o 
Cathie Kelley, Las Vt:?gas 
Suzanne Le Blanc, Las Vegas 
Robert A. Ostrovsky, Las Vegas 
Janice Pine, Reno 
Karen Wells, Reno 

FOWlded in 1904, the Nevada Historical Society seeks to advance the study of the heritage 
of Nevada. The Society publishes scholarly studies, indexes, guidebooks, bibliographies, 
and the Nevada Historical Society Quarterly; it collects manuscripts, rare books, artifacts, 
historical photographs and maps, and makes its collections available for research; it 
maintains a museum at its Reno facility; and it is engaged in the development and 
publication of educational materials for use in the public schools. 
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